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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the beginning of 1982 the MEQALAC project was started at the FOM-
laboratory in Amsterdam in close co-operation with the University of Frankfurt. The
aim was to show the feasability of accelerating high current ion beams with a Multiple
Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelerator (MEQALAC) [1], The reason
was the growing interest in intense beams with energies upto a few MeV. These beams
are important for example for diagnosis and heating of thermo-nuclear fusion
plasmas [2,3], possible inertial confinement fusion [4], modification of the surface
properties of metals to increase their resistance against wear and corrosion [5], and
radiation processing of devices [6]. Furthermore there is an increasing interest in
implantation into semiconductors [7]. The demanded currents for the different
applications vary from a few \iA upto many amperes.

A MEQALAC is a radio-frequency (rf) accelerator. For beam energies larger
then a few hundred keV, there is a clear advantage of using an rf-electric field to
accelerate the ions over the use of electrostatic (dc) fields : the particle energies are
obtained without the need of high voltages. This implies, that the problems with
electrical break-downs and with back-streaming high-energy electrons are less
severe. Furthermore, the amount of current is limited in dc-accelerators. In many
laboratories the Cockcroft-Walton injectors are for that reason being replaced by rf-
accelerators. Disadvantages of rf- over dc-acceleration are the smaller efficiency with
which the generator power is converted into particle power and the larger energy
spread in the beam.

The main probk. > during transport and acceleration of intense ion beams is the
self force of the space charge, which will induce a radial blow-up of the beams. By
using strong focusing elements to counteract this radial defocusing force, the amount
of current that can be transported/accelerated is increased. In a MEQALAC
electrostatic quadrupoles are situated in between the accelerating gaps to ensure the
radial stability of each individual beamlet. The quadrupoles are arranged in a so-
called FODO lattice: a particle is successively focused by a quadrupole lens element
(F), accelerated in an rf-gap (0), defocused by a quadrupole lens (D), accelerated in
an rf-gap (0), focused by a quadrupole lens element (F), etc. The maximum current
through such a periodic focusing channel is a function of the beam emittance, the
geometrical dimensions of the quadrupole channel and the maximum allowable
focusing strength. First order engineering scaling laws show, that this space charge
limited current is independent of the channel radius. For that reason, a MEQALAC
features the simultaneous acceleration of multiple parallel beamlets. hi this way a
larger current can be accelerated by increasing the number of beamlets. A schematic
picture of a MEQALAC is shown in fig. 1.

A well known comparable accelerator which is used for low particle energies is
the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ). This accelerator consists of four modulated
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FIG. 1. The MEQALAC concept. A (large) number of ion beams is injected into an rf
gap/electrostatic quadrupole structure and accelerated. The arrangement of the quadmpole elements
makes it possible to stack many beams within a small area.

electrodes, which have been mounted in a cavity such, that the rf-power with which
the resonator is excited, results in a quadrupole field in between the electrodes. This
field has longitudinal and radial components with which the beam is simultaneously
accelerated and focused. The main differences between the MEQALAC- and the
RFQ-concept are, that in the latter the rf-power is also used for the generation of the
transverse focusing field and that therefore the longitudinal and transverse fields are
coupled. By using electrostatic quadrupoles, the rf-power in a MEQALAC is only
used for the accelerating field, and the transverse focusing field can therefore be
independently adjusted. Because of the use of electric fields for the radial focusing,
both accelerators are limited to particle energies upto 1 MeV per nucleon.

The possibility of using ion beams for inertial confinement fusion was the mean
reason to launch several experiments. At the University of Maryland an electron
beam is transported through a periodic solenoid channel [8], at Berkeley National
Laboratory a Cs+ beam is transported through an electrostatic quadrupole channel
[9], at the GSI laboratory in Darmstadt an Ar+ beam is transported through a
magnetic quadrupole channel [10], and at the University of Frankfurt a He+ beam is
transported through an unmodulated RFQ [11]. The general purpose of these
experiments is to determine the limits for space charge dominated beams in long
periodic focusing transport channels and for that reason a common interest is shared.
One of the essential differences between the mentioned experiments and the one in
Amsterdam is the overall dimension of the system, which for our case is an order of
magnitude smaller.

The MEQALAC project is devided into two distinct stages. Stage I covers the
development of a proof-of-principle accelerator, in which four He+ beams are
accelerated from 40 to 115 keV. Li the succeeding stage II a MEQALAC for
acceleration of four N+ ion beams to 1 MeV will be built, which has a direct industrial
application. The content of this thesis is only concerned with the first stage of the
project.

In chapter 2 a theoretical analysis is given of the propagation of a space charge
loaded beam in a focusing channel. In order to keep the problem simple and
analytically solvable, the considered transport channel has a constant focusing field
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and the beam is assumed cylindrically symmetric with a homogeneous space charge
density. By setting up the energy balance for the potential and kinetic energy in the
beam, the equation of motion for the beam envelope is derived. Furthermore the
acceptance area in phase space is determined, i.e. relations for the beam radius and
divergence are determined, which show if the beam will hit the channel boundary
during its propagation. Although approximations are used in this analysis, it shows
the basic scaling laws which are employed in realistic transport and acceleration
problems with high current beams. Chapter 2 can therefore be seen as an introduction
in the theory and terminology.

Chapters 3,4,5 and 6 cover the different aspects of the MEQALAC experiment
in a chronological way. In the experiment the ion beams are extracted from a plasma
source with a dc-extraction system and subsequently injected in transport channels.
These channels consist of electrostatic quadrupole elements, which are arranged in the
equivalent periodic lattice as is present in the MEQALAC. In chapter 3 the problems
are addressed, which deal with the ion extraction and the adaption (matching) of the
beams to the periodic focusing channels. The transport through these channels is
discussed in chapter 4. The maximum current that can be transported, as well as the
influence of mismatch and misalignment of the beams with respect to the channels, is
investigated. Because the transport channel exhibits the equivalent FODO-lattice as is
present in the MEQALAC, it is possible to study the pure transverse limits set for the
beam propagation.

After the transport channel the beams enter the actual rf-accelerator. The
amount of current that can be accelerated is expected to increase, if the beams are
bunched prior to injection. For this reason a buncher is situated half-way the
transport channel. The theory and measurements on the bunching process are
discussed in chapter 5. Finally the beams are accelerated by the MEQALAC.
Chapter 6 is devoted to this part of the experiment. While varying the injected
current, the transverse focusing field and the power with which the resonator is
excited, the amount and the energy of the accelerated ions are measured and
compared with theoretical models.
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CHAPTER 2

THE ACCEPTANCE OF A CONSTANT FOCUSING
TRANSPORT CHANNEL FOR A CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC,

SPACE CHARGE LOADED KV-BEAM

An analysis is given of the maximwnfilling in phase space of a cylindricalty symmetric beam
with a given current and emittancefor a constant focusing transport channel. By considering the
potential and transverse kinetic energy in the beam, an area in phase space can be determined, where
the edge of the emittance ellipse has to reside to prevent the beam envelope to cross a maximum
channel radius during its transport. In this way the allowable mismatch of the beam with respect to its
stable (periodic) solution can be given.

1. Introduction

The acceptance of a focusing channel for particle beams is that area in phase
space, which can be filled by the beam so that the beam envelope will not cross the
limiting channel radius. When space charge forces are negligible, the exact shape of
the phase space distribution of the beam is of no importance, just as long as it lies
within the acceptance area. With space charge forces the situation is less clear. One
limit can easily be seen from the fact that the space charge forces become infinite,
when the beam radius goes to zero. This implies that there is a certain minimal beam
radius for the channel.

Many studies, experimental as well as theoretical, are dealing with the transport
and/or acceleration of space charge loaded ion beams. In most cases the beam is
injected into a periodic focusing channel such, that it will travel through the channel
in a stable, well defined way; the envelopes will show a same periodicity as the
focusing channel. This so-called periodic solution of the beam is found by solving the
Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky (KV) equations. The beam should enter the channel with its
emittance ellipses oriented exactly as those of the periodic solution. Any deviation
between the real beam entering the channel and the theoretical matched beam is called
mismatch. In practice, a certain mismatch can never be avoided. The aim of this
chapter is to derive expressions for the maximum allowable mismatch, which will still
transport the beam without any beam loss, or in other words, to calculate the
acceptance of a focusing channel for a beam with a given current and emittance. To
keep the problem simple and analytically solvable, the considered transport channel is
assumed to have a constant focusing gradient, and the beam is assumed cylindrically
symmetric with a KV-distribution in phase space. Such a constant focusing channel
can be seen as a "smooth" approximation of an actual periodic focusing channel.

The scheme employed to derive the desired expressions is to make up the total
energy balance for the beam transport, where the total energy in the beam is given by
the sum of the kinetic energy and the potential energy in the space charge field and the
focusing field.
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X1

Fig. 1. Four possible two-dimensional projections of the four dimensional phase space for a
cylindrically symmetric beam with a KV-distribution. The beam radius is denoted as R, while the
maximum velocity is denoted as R'm.

2. Phase space distribution

The beam is assumed to be cylindrically symmetric and to have a KV-
distribution in phase space. The important property of this distribution n4(x,x',y,y',t)
in the four dimensional phase space is, that all 2-dimensional projections yield
homogeneously filled ellipses. The plane perpendicular to the direction of
propagation z is defined by the cartesian coordinates x and y or by the cylindrical
coordinates r and <j), while the primes denote differentiation with respect to the time t
(i.e. ' s d/dt). The cylindrical symmetry gives for the projection of n4 on the x-y
plane, i.e. for the cross-section of the beam,

nr = nx,y(x,y) = J j dx' dy' (1)

a homogeneously filled circle with radius R and space charge density p = q nr.
Because of the cylindrical symmetry, nx'5y<(x',y') also gives a filled circle with radius
R'm and density nr-. The orientation of the filled ellipses of nXjX'(x,x') and nyy(y,y')
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is equal and their area equals re, where e denotes the beam emittance, which is a
constant of motion according to Liouvilles theorem. The different projections are
shown in Fig. 1.

3. Space charge field

If the beam is approximated by an infinitely long, homogeneously filled
cylinder, which is inside a conducting cylindrical channel, the Poisson equation can be
solved exactly. The physical solutions for the potential function inside and outside the
beam scale with r2 and the logarithm of r, respectively. These solutions are connected
by the requirement that the potential and its radial derivative are continuous at the
beam edge.The solution for the potential function Us(r) inside a beam with radius R

and space charge density p is,

Us(r) = p / (4eo) { -r2 + R2 + R2 InR^/R2 } + Uc , (2)

where Re denotes the radius of the channel, which is at a potential Uc- The dielectric
permittivity of vacuum is denoted as e©. Because of the r2-dependence of the potential
function, the electrostatic force Fr felt by the particles, is proportional with r. From
the continuity equation one obtains the relation between p, R and the beam current I,

p = I/(vz7cR2) , (3)

where the velocity in the direction of propagation is denoted as vz. The angular
plasma frequency (Op, which is a measure for the influence of space charge, is defined
as,

(Op2 = qp/eom = 2k/R2. (4)

The mass and charge of the particle are denoted as m and q, respectively. The constant
k, which refers to the beam properties, is written as,

k = q l / (2 j t eomv z ) . (5)

Furthermore, for the sake of convenience the constant C will be used, which is
defined as

C = l/2jceo(m/q)2 . (6)
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The total potential energy per unit length Ws of all beam particles in the space

charge field is now calculated as half the product of the space charge density p and the
potential Us(r), integrated over the beam cross section. This yields

WS(R) = 1/2 oj 2 5 t d<t> 0 J R dr p U s(r) r
l/2 + lnRc2/R2 ) +IU c /v z . (7)

Fig. 2. An arbitrarily oriented ellipse in x-x' phase space, to illustrate the geometrical ellipse relation

R'm2 = e2 / R2 + R-2. The maximum velocity, the beam radi'is and the velocity at the beam radius

are denoted as R'm, R and R\ respectively. The area enclosed by the ellipse equals K e.

4. Kinetic energy

The density n^ of the beam in velocity space x'-y1 is constant inside the filled
circle with radius R'm, and can be obtained as a function of p from the fact that the
total number of particles N in the projections on real space and velocity space are
equal, i.e.

(8)

The total kinetic energy Wfc per unit length is the individual particle contribution
times the density integrated over velocity space. This results in

Wk(R'm) = of27C d<(> ofR'm dr' nr-1/2 m r'2 r1

= C k R ' m 2 . (9)

We prefer to write the kinetic energy as a function of the beam radius parameters R
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and R", where the latter is the velocity at the beam radius ( R' = R'(R)). The elliptical
symmetry of the distribution in the x-x1 and y-y' phase planes makes it possible to use
the ellipse-relation R'm

2 = e2 / R2 + R"2 (see Fig. 2), with which equation (9) can be
rewritten as

Wk(R,R') = C k { E2 / R2 + R'2 } . (10)

5. Focusing field

The external focusing force felt by the particles is assumed to be proportionally
with -r. Although in practice no electric field with this property can be produced,
which also obeys V»E=0, as a smooth approximation of realistic periodic focusing
channels it is often employed. With a back driving force proportional to the deviation
from their equilibrium position, the particles will perform simple harmonic
oscillations around the channel axis. In the absence of space charge, the angular
frequency ©f of this oscillation is a measure for the applied focusing field. The
potential of the focusing field Uf will be proportional with r2. With a prescribed
potential Uc on the channel boundary at Rc» Uf can be written as,

Uf(r)= l/2(m/q)a>f2 ( r2 -Rc2) + U c • (11)

The potential energy per unit length of the beam particles in the focusing field Wf
now becomes

Wf(R) =
= Cka>f2{R2-2Rc2} + I U c / v z . (12)

6. Total energy

The total energy in the beam Wt is the sum of the contributions of the kinetic
energy and the potential energy in the focusing and the space charge field. It can be
written as

Wt(R,R') = WS(R) + Wf(R) + Wk(R,R')
(13)

where We accounts for the contributions which do not depend on the beam radius
parameters R and R'. The total energy of a beam remains constant during its
propagation through the channel. This implies that if the beam at t=ti has an envelope
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and an envelope derivative R'i, the equi-energy contour in the phase plane given
by

Wt(R1,R'1) = Wt(R,RI) , (14)

shows the orientations of the emittance ellipse during the propagation of the beam
through the channel. The equation of motion for the envelope is found by equating the
derivative of the energy with respect to the time t to zero (3Wt/3t = 0). This results in
the non-linear, second order differential equation

Rfl + COf2R-k/R-e2/R3 = 0 ,

which is known as the KV-equation for a cylindrical beam.

(15)

R',

Fig. 3. Different emittance ellipses, which have the same area (JIE) and yield the same beam radius R.
The ellipse orientation with R'=0 represents the least amount of energy.

For a given emittance e we seek the orientation and shape of the emittance ellipse,
which represents the least energy. As the variables R and R' are independent in the
energy function W t , this minimum is obtained for a beam for which the partial
derivatives of the energy with respect to R and R' equal zero. With Eq. (13) one easily
finds that R' = 0 for 9Wt/3R'=0 ( the consequence for the ellipse orientation is shown
in Fig. 3 ), while the demand 9Wt/8R = 0 results in a beam with a radius RQ given by

R02=k/C0f2{ l/2+l/W(l+4e2<Of2/k2)}. (16)
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A beam with this property will travel with a constant radius Ro, because every other
orientation of its emittance ellipse represents more energy. For this reason, the
solution R=Ro, R-R'o=O is often called the stable (periodic) solution and the beam is
called matched with respect to the focusing channel.

Summarizing this implies, that the propagation of a beam with a certain
emittance (e) and current (k) in a focusing channel ((Of) is determined by the initial
conditions Ri and R'i at t=ti- The emittance ellipse orientations (R,R') during the
propagation are prescribed by the equi-energy contour defined in Eq. (14), while the
envelope as a function of time R(t) is found by solving the differential equation (15)
with the initial conditions. The equi-energy contour, defined by Wt(R2,R'2), of an
equivalent beam with less energy will lie inside the area enclosed by the equi-energy
contour, defined by Wt(Ri,R'i). If the initial conditions are R=Ro and R'=R'o=O,

where RQ is given by Eq. (16), than the beam radius will remain constant and the
concomittant equi-energy contour Wt(Ro,R'o) n a s shrunk into the point (RQ,R'O}-

From this picture it is seen that the envelope of an arbitrary beam will make an
oscillatory motion around the equivalent matched beam.

The individual particles in a matched beam feel an effective electric field
gradient Ee'=Ef'-Es', which results in harmonic oscillations with a depressed angular
frequency

(Oe2 = (of2-(Op2 = ( o f 2 .2k /Ro 2 . (17)

For a beam with emittance e, the maximum amount of current ( I « k) that can be
transported through a channel with a limiting radius Rc is found by seeking the
matched beam with that radius. Solving Eq. (15) for k, with R=RC and R"=0 gives,

k = 0 ^ ^ 2 - 6 2 / ^ . (18)

In a similar way, for a beam with a give amount of current, the maximum emittance
of the beam in the channel is found. The maximum allowable emittance for a given
(ion) optical system is often called acceptance, and denoted as a,

a2 = (0f2Rc4-kRc2. (19)

For this beam, the maximum velocity R'a,m *s found at the beam centre and equals

a/Rc .
Without space charge (k=0), the envelope of any beam with a phase space

distribution, which lies inside the acceptance ellipse, will never cross Rc during its
travel through the channel. In this case, the relation of Ra ,R'a for the acceptance
ellipse is given by the equi-energy contour of a zero-current and zero-emittance beam
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with a maximum radius Re. This means Wt(Rc,R'c=O) = W^R^R'a) and yields

(20)

The same concept can be used to obtain a formula for the different possible
orientations of the emittance ellipses for a beam with a given emittance e. In this case
Wt(Rc,R'c=0) = Wt(R,R') results in

(21)

This equi-energy contour describes all possible ellipses with area ice touching the
acceptance ellipse as is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The acceptance ellipse for a zero-current beam. The equi-energy contour (W,=constant) as a
function of the beam envelope R and its derivative R' determines the orientations of the emittance
ellipse of the beam during the propagation through the channel.

When space charge is included, the situation is different. Although the area of the
acceptance ellipse as defined in Eq. (19) is decreased with a term containing a factor
proportional to the beam current (k), it will be shown, that not that whole area can be
used. The before used method of equating the energies Wt(Rc,R'c=0) and Wt(R,R')
now gives

k In RC2 / R2 + 0^2 ( R2 . 1̂ ,2 ) + e2 ( 1/R2 . + R'2 = Q . (22)

18



E = a

Fig. 5. The acceptance region in phase space. In each figure, the dashed line indicates the zero-
current acceptance ellipse with an area raxo- With a current I, this area decreases to a value 7ta,
resulting in die acceptance ellipse indicated by the solid line. For a beam with that current, the edge
(R, R') of its emittance ellipse should reside inside the area enclosed by the equi-energy contour
given by Wt(R=Rc, R'=0). This implies that particles are only allowed in the shaded areas in fig. a, b

and c, where the beam emittance is e=0,0<£<a and £=a, respectively. For e<a, mis implies, that
part of the "acceptance" ellipse remains unfilled. In fig. b three emittance ellipses are drawn, to
indicate how the shaded acceptance area is constructed.
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Only ihe ellipse at R=Rc defined by this equi-energy contour touches the acceptance
ellipse, which implies that part of the acceptance ellipse can not be filled. In other
words, a beam does not cross the limiting radius Rc during its propagation, only if the
edge of its emittance ellipse resides in the area enclosed by the equi-energy contour
given by Eq. (22). The consequences for a zero-emittance beam is schematically
shown in Fig. 5, where the particles are only allowed in the shaded area and a large
part of the "acceptance" ellipse is not used.

7. First order perturbation of a matched beam

With a first order perturbation analysis around the stable solution (Ro,R'o=O),
the propagation of a mismatched beam can be investigated. If
AW(R1,R'1; R2,R'2) = W t(Ri,R'i) - Wt(R2,R'2) , i.e. the energy difference
between two ellipse orientations, then Eq. (22) can be rewritten by using the energy
difference with respect to the stable solution. This gives,

AW(RC,R'C=O; Ro,Ro=O) = AW(R,R'; Ro,R'o=O) (23)

or

AW(RC,R'C=O; Ro,R'o=0) = AW(Ro,R'; RO,R'o=O) + AW(R,R'=0; Ro,R'o=O). (24)

In the last equation the contributions from R and R' have been separated. For small
deviations of the beam envelope R from the stable solution RQ, the energy function Wt

can be approximated by a truncated Taylor expansion as,

Wt(R,R'=0) = Wt(Ro,R'O=O) + a\Vt/9R (R-Ro) + 32Wt/3R2 1/2 (R-R0)2 , (25)

where the first derivative 3Wt/3R equals zero for R=Ro- After some calculus Eq. (24)
with (25) results in,

= Q2 (R . 1^)2 + R'2 ^ (26)

where Q. is defined as,

2 4 2 2coe2. (27)

Solving the differential equation (26) yields a harmonic oscillatory motion of the
beam envelope R around the stable solution (Ro,R'o=O) with an angular frequency Q.
The maximum and minimum of this beam envelope oscillation are R=RC and R=2Ro-
Rc , respectively. The maximum value of the derivative of the envelope occurs at
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R=RQ and equals R'm = Q (RC-RQ). An identical result follows from a first order
perturbation analysis of the KV-equation (15).

8. Summary

The total energy of the beam Wt in a constant focusing channel is calculated as
the sum uf the potential energies of die particles in the focusing field and in the space
charge field, and the kinetic energy. The total energy is a constant of motion (i.e.
3Wt/9t=0), which leads to the equation of motion for the beam envelope, i.e. the one
dimensional KV-equation. For a beam with a given current and emittance the
condition for the shape and orientation of the emittance ellipse which represent the
least amount of energy (i.e. dWt/dR'=O and 3Wt/dR=0) gives the stable (periodic)
solution. The area in phase space enclosed by the equi-energy contour of a beam of
which the radius touches the limiting channel radius Rc (i.e. Wt(Rc,R'c=O) =
Wt(R,R')), determines me acceptance of the channel. Here the acceptance is defined
as that area in phase space where the edge of the emittance ellipse has to reside in
order not to cross the limiting channel radius. The equi-energy contour is
approximated by an ellipse around the stable solution point, if the energy function is
substituted by a truncated Taylor expansion. This implies that in first order an
arbitrary beam will perform an harmonic oscillation superposed on the envelope
trajectory of the equivalent matched (stable) beam.
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CHAPTER 3

MATCHING OF A CYLINDRICAL ION BEAM
TO A PERIODIC QUADRUPOLE CHANNEL

A procedure to match a cylindrically symmetric ion beam to a periodic electrostatic quadrupole
channel is described. He+ beams are extractedfrom a plasma source with a voltage of40 kV. Behind
the ion source the beam current and emittance are measured. The extracted beam current is variable
from 1 to 20 mA, while the measured emittance is 10-20 nmm mrad. For a chosen zero-current
phase advance per cell fig in the focusing channel the so-called periodic solution is calculated for the
measured current andemittance. fig is varied between 43 °and 114 °. The model, which is used for the
calculations, is based on the Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky equations. The quadrupole lens forces are
calculated separately by solving the Laplace equation in 2 dimensions. Furthermore, the voltages on
the first five quadrupole singlet lenses, which adapt the extracted beam to the periodic solution, are
determined. The beam current and emittance are again measured after the sixth quadrupole singlet
lens, which is the first lens of the periodic channel. These measured values are compared with the
calculated beam parameters. A reasonable agreement is found.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a considerable interest in the problems related to
transport and acceleration of high current ion beams. Possible applications for these
beams are in the fields of plasma diagnosis, ion implantation into metals or
semiconductors, and inertial confinement fusion. The space charge loading of the
beam sets severe limits to the current that can be transported or accelerated. A
possible way to reduce this limit is to transport or accelerate, instead of a single beam,
a large number of small parallel beamlets. The radial stability of each individual
beamlet can be ensured by the use of periodic transverse focusing elements.

The Multiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelerator (MEQALAC)
[1] features the simultaneous acceleration of multiple parallel beamlets, while strong
focusing electrostatic quadrupoles in between the accelerating gaps oppose a space
charge induced blow-up and counteract the radial defocusing effect of the gaps. The
advantage of such a set-up is that in principle a large current can be accelerated by
increasing the number of beamlets. The fundamental difference between the
MEQALAC and the well-known Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) accelerator is,
that in a MEQALAC radial focusing is obtained by electrostatic quadrupoles, while in
a RFQ the RF-power is used for acceleration as well as for transverse focusing; this
means that in RFQ's the longitudinal and the transverse fields are coupled.

At the FOM-institute in Amsterdam a MEQALAC is under investigation. A
schematic picture of the experiment is shown in fig. 1. In this proof-of-principle
experiment four He+ ion beams are accelerated from 40 keV to 120 keV. The beams
are extracted from a plasma source with a 40 kV, five-grid extraction system.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the FOM-MEQALAC experiment

The cylindrically symmetric beams are matched to a periodic focusing transport
section by five quadrupole singlet lenses. The purpose of this Low Energy Beam
Xransport (LEBT) section is to transport the beams from the high-pressure plasma
source region to the low-pressure RF-accelerator region and to provide the necessary
drift length for the two-gap buncher, which is situated half-way the transport channel.
The quadrupole channel has the same focusing lattice as is present in the MEQALAC
accelerator, and consists of 29 quadrapole elements.

The general interest in transport of high current beams through periodic
focusing channels is illustrated by the fact that several experiments have been
launched to study this topic. At the University of Maryland an electron beam is
transported through a periodic solenoid channel [2], at Berkeley National Laboratory
a Cs+ beam is transported through an electrostatic quadrupole channel [3] and at the
GSI laboratory in Darmstadt an Ar+ beam is transported through a magnetic
quadrupole channel [4].

The procedure to match the cylindrically symmetric beams, as extracted from
the ion source, to the quadrupole channels is discussed in this article. The transport of
the beams through the channels is discussed in an accompanying article [5],

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Ion beam extraction
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The ion current that can be extracted from a plasma source is in principle space-
charge limited. The plasma tends to shield an applied electric field. Therefore, the
field on the edge of the plasma and the beam, the so-called plasma sheath, is zero. This
means that the plasma sheath adapts its shape and position to the plasma properties on
one hand, and to the applied extraction field on the other. In a somewhat simplified
picture, the extracted current density is determined by the plasma density, while the
position of the sheath is given by the extraction field. The well-known Child-
Langmuir formula [6] for the space-charge limited current is

2 , (1)

in which j is the current density, V is the applied extraction voltage and d is the
distance between the emitting "surface" and the extraction electrode. For the
extraction of an ion beam from a plasma, j is the current density determined by the
Bohm sheath criterion (see for instance Chen [7]),

j = npqV(kTe/mi), (2)

where np denotes the plasma density, q is the ion charge, k is Boltzmanns constant, Te

is the electron temperature and ny is the ion mass. This model is too simple to give a
quantitative prediction of the extraction of ion beams from a plasma, but one can
draw some qualitative conclusions. For a certain setting of the plasma source, the
extracted current in principle is not a function of the extraction voltage. The plasma
bulges out of the extraction aperture, when the voltage is too low. As a consequence,
the beam is divergent. The plasma edge is hollow, when the electric field is too small.
This results in a convergent beam, and a so-called cross-over can occur in the
extraction region. This again leads to a divergent beam. Therefore, the plasma density
and the applied electric field have to be adapted to each other to obtain a beam with a
low divergence.

2.2. Electrostatic quadrupoles

Ideal quadrupole fields are characterized by a potential function

V(r,<p,z) = Vqg(z)r2cos2<p (3)

in cylindrical coordinates, or

V(x,y,z) = Vqg(z){x2-y2} (4)

in cartesian coordinates. Vq is the quadrupole voltage. The so-called hard-edge model
is employed in most applications, that concern quadrupole fields. In this model, the
function g(z) is assumed to be constant inside the volume enclosed by the quadrupole
and zero outside. The fringe fields at the entrance and exit of the quadrupole can be
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taken into account by using an effective length Leff instead of the real electrode length
Lq. An empirical formula for this effective length is [8]

Lq + l - l aq - (5)

The channel radius is denoted as aq. The trajectory of a single particle in a hard-edge
field with an effective length Lgff differs from the trajectory in the real field,
although the focal properties of the quadrupole lens are the same. The latter
equivalence no longer holds for beams with space charge. The ratio of quadrupole
channel radius and electrode length in our experiment is 0.3 . This implies that the
fringe field contribution, as calculated with Eq. (5), would be as large as 30%.
Because of this large contribution, we decided to calculate the quadrupole field by
solving the Laplace equation, so that the fringe fields are more properly taken into
account.

The general solution of the Laplace equation AV(r,<p,z) = 0 can be written in a
Fourier-Bessel series as

V(r,<p,z) = Xm { % exp(i m <p) S k [ ck Imft r) exP(i k z) ] } . (6)

I m denotes the modified Bessel function of order m, while a m and cfc are the series
coefficients. This formal solution is difficult to handle from a computational point of
view. However, an iterative solution which shows a rapid convergence can be given.
As the length over diameter ratio of the quadrupoles (including the fringe fields) is
about three, the order of magnitude of the r respectively z terms relate as
ldr

2VI » I9Z
2VI. So a zero-order solution, which neglects the z-dependence, is found

by solving the Laplace equation in the r,<p-plane.

(1/r) 9 r (r 9r V) + (l/r2) 8,p2 V = 0. (7)

The general solution now becomes a Fourier series. If the coordinate system is chosen
appropriately and the symmetry of the problem is taken into account, this series looks
like

V(r,(p) = V q { 0(2 [r / (p aq)p cos 2 <p + Og [r / (P aq)]6 cos 6 (p

+ <Xi0[r/(paq)]i°cosl0(p + - - - } . (8)

Here P aq, where P £ 1, is the effective channel radius, at which the coefficients a m

are to be determined. The ratio of quadrupole rod radius and channel radius in our
experiment is 1.15 as recommended in Ref. 9. In this case the first coefficients ocm,
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evaluated for p*=0.8 and with respect to Oj, are [10]: ocg/c^ = -1.55x10-5 and

aio/0^ = -4.12x10-*. This shows that the (p-dependence of the potential can be
reasonably approximated by the first term of the series and that to a high degree of
accuracy

p . (9)

Substitution in the Laplace equation then yields

AV(r,z) = (1/r) 3 r (r 3rV) + dj V - (2/r)2 V = 0 , (10)

so the general solution for the quadrupole field is

V(r,<p,z) = Vq cos 2 <p S k { ck hi* r) exp(i k z) ) . (11)

The deviation from the r2-dependence of the potential is caused by the Bessel function
I2 for large arguments, i.e. for a large radius r and/or for large contributions of the
coefficients ck.

The computer program ZR2D was developed to calculate the potential
distribution, as generated by quadrupoles, from the Laplace equation. For a given
quadrupole geometry the code solves equation (10) in 2 dimensions (cylindrical
coordinates r and z), assuming as potential function V(r,<p,z) = Vq h(r,z) cos 2(p . This
is done by a finite difference method with successive overrelaxation [11]. The beam
transport program, which is described in the next section, is based on the Kapchinsky-
Vladimirsky equations, so that it can only handle linear lens forces. For that reason,
the average r2-<Jependence g(z) is calculated from h(r,z) with a least-squares method
in the range 0 < r < 0.8 aq, i.e. r2 g(z)« h(r,z). This results in an idealized

quadrupole potential function V(r,<p,z) = Vq g(z) r2 cos 2 (p. The fringe fields are
taken into account in g(z), which function can be incorporated in the beam transport
program.

Because of the geometrical symmetry, the potential field in the periodic focusing
channel only has to be calculated for one quarter period. These results are shown in
fig. 2. In figure 2a the potential relative to the quadrupole voltage is shown as a
function of z for several values of r. The results show that upto the edge of the
quadrupole the potential is constant, after which the field rapidly decreases.
Consequently, it is in the fringe field that we might expect the largest discrepancy
from the r2-dependence of the potential field. This is confirmed by figure 2b, where
V(r)/r2 is plotted for different values of z. Finally figure 2c shows a least-squares fit

to an r2-potential, from which we conclude that up to a value of |3=0.8 an r2-potential
can be used in the calculation.

The potential field of the first six quadrupoles (matching section) is calculated in
six steps. In each step a different quadrupole is given a potential Vq=l, while the
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FIG. 2. Potential calculations for a quarter period of the periodic quarupole channel. z=0 mm
denotes the plane halfway the quadrupole element. z=8.75 mm is the position of the symmetry plane
in between successive elements,which is on earth potential. The quadrupole electrode extends upto
z=5 mm. The channel radius is 3 mm. The potential is shown as a fraction of the potential on the
quadrupole electrode.
a: The potential as a function of z at different values of the radius r.
b : The deviation of the potential from the r2-dependence as a function of r at different values of z.
c : The absolute error between the real and the approximated potential as a function of r, at different
values of z. A least-squares approximation is used to find the best r2-fit of the potential as a function
of z from r=0 mm to r=2.5 mm.

others are kept at earth potential. The transport program then weights the
contribution of each quadrupole with its applied voltage, and calculates the total
potential field by superposition.

2.3. Beam dynamics

The properties of a continuous beam at a position z0 can be characterized by its

distribution p4(x,x',y,y',zo) in the four-dimensional phase space. The cartesian
coordinates x and y define the position in the plane, which is transverse with respect to
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the direction of propagation z. The derivatives dx/dz and dy/dz are denoted as x' and
y\ respectively.

A distribution p4 , which is such, that all two-dimensional projections of the
four-dimensional phase space yield homogeneously filled ellipses, is commonly
known as the Kapchinsky-Vladimirsky (KV) distribution. In real space the beam is
then a cylinder with an elliptical cross-section and a homogeneous space charge
density p(x,y). Therefore, the space charge forces acting on the particles are linear in
x and y. The areas of the projections of the distribution on the x-x1 and y-y1 plane are
called the beam emittances and are denoted as n ex and n ev, respectively. The
evolution of the distribution along the beam line is described by two coupled second-
order differential equations, which are known as the KV-equations [12],

0 (12a)

and

0 . (12b)

X(z) and Y(z) are the envelopes of the beam in the x-z and y-z plane respectively,
kx(z) and ky(z) are the lens force parameters, and K is the generalized perveance. kx

and ky are given by

kx = 2q( -82V/3x2) / (mv z 2) (13a)

and

ky = 2 q ( - a 2 V / a y 2 ) / ( m v z 2 ) . (13b)

The particle charge, mass and velocity along the beam line are denoted as q, m and vz,
respectively. V(x,y,z) is the potential field. The first partial derivatives -dV/dx and -
dV/dy yield Ex(x,z) and Ey(y,z), which are the electric field components in the x and
y direction, respectively. These must be linear in x and y, so that kx and ky depend
only on z. This is equivalent to the demand that the quadrupole potential is described
by equation (3). The generalized perveance K, which accounts for the defocusing
effect of the space charge, is defined as

K = 2 ( I / I 0 ) / ( v z / c ) 3 . (14)

It is proportional to the beam current I. The velocity of light is denoted as c, and Io is a
constant equal to

(15)
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where EQ is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum.
The demand that the beam distribution fulfils the rather unrealistic KV-

distribution has been loosened by Sacherer [13]. He derived for the second moments
of the distribution of an elliptically symmetric beam expressions similar to the KV-
equations. The second moment <x2> of the distribution is defined as

<X2> = JJjJ x2 p4 dx dx'dy dyf / j j j j p4 dxdx'dy dy*. (16)

Here the integration is performed over the entire phase space. The moments <xx'>
and <x'2> are calculated in a similar way. When the RMS-variables are defined as

XRMS = 2 V < X 2 > , (17)

and

eRMS,x = 4 V(<x2> <X'2> - <xx'>2) , (18)

with equivalent expressions for the y-y' plane, the equations of motion for the RMS-
envelopes XRMS and YRMS are similar to the original KV-equations [14]. The RMS-

emittances ERMS,X ^ d eRMS,y a r e assumed to remain either constant during beam
propagation, or their dependence on z should be known in advance. For beams with a
KV-distribution, the RMS-values are identical to the values for the real envelope and
emittance. For other phase space distributions (parabolic, uniform, gaussian and
hollow) Struckmeier et al. tabulated the differences [15].

The individual particle trajectories in the beam can be expressed in a phase-
amplitude form. Let x(z) and y(z) describe the trajectory of an individual particle in
the beam. The phase functions <E»X(Z) and <&y(z) are defined as [16],

x = X e x p ( i O x ) (19a)

and

y = Y e x p ( i O y ) , (19b)

where X(z) and Y(z) are the beam envelopes. Ox(z) and 3>y(z) are described by the
two following first-order differential equations, which are coupled to the envelope
equations (12),

(20a)

and
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y y (20b)

In a periodic focusing channel with cell length S (i.e. Qx
2(z)=Qx

2(z+S),
Qy2(z)=£2y2(z+S)), the so-called periodic solution for the beam envelopes exhibits
the same periodicity as the channel: X(z)=X(z+S) and Y(z)=Y(z+S). Such a beam is
said to be matched to the channel. The phase advances p.x and |Jy per cell of the

particles are defined as |ix=<I>x(z+S)-0x(z) and jXy=Oy(z+S)-<E>y(z), respectively. For
a matched beam, die phase advances per cell in the x-z and y-z plane are equal, i.e.
\ix=Hy=H. In the absence of space charge there is no coupling between the two planes.
In this case the (zero-current) phase advance per cell Ho is a measure of the average
focusing strength in the channel.

Our computer program TRANSP calculates the envelope trajectories and the
phase advance by solving the KV-equations (12) together with the differential
equations for the phase functions (20). The quadrupole focusing force is separately
calculated with the ZR2D program. With the initial values for X(z0), X'(ZQ), Y(ZO),

Y'(zoX £x» £y> ̂ d I at a position ZQ, the beam parameters X(z), X'(z), Y(z), and Y'(z)
can be calculated for any other position z along the beam line. The emittances and
current are assumed to remain constant. This implies that emittance growth or beam
loss is not taken into account. Furthermore, the periodic solution can be determined
for a given quadrupole voltage in the channel. The matching procedure is discussed in
section 4.

3. Experimental arrangement

3.1. The ion source

Our source is a bucket-type plasma source. This type of source has been
developed in Culham and Berkeley for the production of multi-ampere H + (D+)
beams. These beams are used to heat thermonuclear plasmas [17,18,19]. The source,
which is employed in our experiment, has a diameter of 14 cm and a depth of 11 cm.
Rings of CoSm magnets are mounted on the outside, giving a line-cusp magnetic field.
This way, the plasma losses to the walls are reduced. The front plate is insulated from
the rest of the source and has the same potential as the filaments. The two filaments
are situated at the backwall; one is used to generate the discharge, while the other one
is spare.

Four extraction apertures are drilled in a dismountable insert, which is mounted
on the front plate. The extraction aperture diameter, current and extraction voltage
are strongly coupled parameters, as was discussed in the previous section. For a given
extraction voltage of 40 kV and a desired beam current, there is an optimum
extraction aperture diameter. The latter is varied from 2 to 6.5 mm to cover a range
of 1-20 mA current per beam.
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FIG. 3. Characteristic dimensions of the extraction system and the low energy beam tranport
section. The first electrode is the source front plate. The second is the so-called intermediate
extraction electrode. The electron repelling plate is situated in between the two grounded electrodes
and is kept at a potential of -2 kV. The voltage on the electron catcher is +100 V. The distances
between the first five quadrupole elements, which form the matching section, are different from those
in the rest of the (periodic) quadrupole channel. The three planes in which the emittance diagrams are
measured, are indicated with A, B and C. All dimensions are in mm.

Our five-grid 40 kV extraction system (see fig. 3) is a modified version of the
four-grid system described by Holmes [20]. The difference is the extra electrode,
which is kept on earth potential, between the intermediate electrode (30-38 kV) and
the electron repelling plate (-2 kV). The motivation for this is to prevent direct
electrical breakdown between the two electrodes, which might lead to damage of the
power supplies involved. The divergence of the extracted beam can be controlled by
varying the intermediate electrode voltage.

Typical operating parameters are : 40 kV extraction voltage, 120 V arc voltage,

10-25 A arc current and a gas pressure in the source of 8xlO3 mbar.

3.2. The electrostatic quadrupole channel

Our LEBT section consists of four parallel electrostatic quadrupole channels. It
is shown schematically in fig. 3. Each channel contains 34 quadrupole singlet lenses.
The first five lenses, which form the so-called matching section, have independent
voltage controls. The following 29 quads each carry the same voltage, which is
alternating in polarity to form a FODO (focusing, drift, defocusing, drift, etc.)
transport lattice. Each focusing period consists of a focusing quad of 10 mm, a drift
space of 7.5 mm, a defocusing quad of 10 mm and again a drift of 7.5 mm. The
channel radius is 3 mm, while the quadrupole rod radius is 3.45 mm.

The first quadrupole lens is situated 18.7 mm behind the last grid of the
extraction system. The geometry of the matching section is identical to that of the rest
of the LEBT section, except for the four gaps between the five quadrupole elements.
These are 3,3,5 and 5 mm, respectively. These smaller drift spaces were chosen to
facilitate the matching of the beam.
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The "electron catcher" electrode is situated 2.7 mm before the entrance plane of
the first quadrupole. It is kept at a potential of+100 V. Its purpose is to prevent any
(partial) space charge compensation in the extracted beam. This way, the defocusing
force of the space charge is always well defined by the measured current.

3.3. Beam diagnosis

The beam current is measured with a Faraday cup. The envelopes (X,Y), their
derivatives (X',Y') and the emittances (ex,6y) in the x-x1 and y-y' plane of the
individual beamlets are determined with an emittance measuring device. This device
consists of a movable slit, with an array of 40 parallel wires at a distance L behind it.
By varying this distance from 10 to 50 cm the maximum absolute angle x ' m a x , which

can be measured, changes from 200 to 40 mrad. The resolution 8x' changes
accordingly from 5 to 1 mrad. By measuring the current distribution on the wires for
different slit positions, the emittance diagram can be determined. The emittance
diagram of the x-x' plane shows the projection of the four-dimensional domain onto
this two-dimensional trace plane [14]. The slit is responsible for an integration over
the space variable y, while the wires-integrate over the angle variable y'. Thus, the

measured distribution is p2(x,x') = JJp4(x,x',y,y') dy dy', where the distribution of

the beam in the four-dimensional phase space is denoted as P4(x,x',y,y'). The whole
device can be rotated to measure the emittance diagram of the y-y' plane. The three-
dimensional picture of the measured distribution p2(x,x') is visualized by equidensity

contour lines. On these lines the density is a certain fraction of the maximum density
P2,max- Examples of such emittance diagrams are given in fig. 4. The contours shown
are for 10% and 36.8% (1/e) of p2jmax- By definition the RMS-values, as determined
from the measured distribution, always yield a perfect ellipse. This ellipse is indicated
by the solid line. The measurements in fig. 4 are discussed in section 6.

4. The matching procedure

The current I and the emittance diagram of the extracted beam are first
measured at position A in fig. 3. At this position the beam is cylindrically symmetric,
i.e. X A = Y A , XA - Y A \ and ex=£y=e. The procedure to match the beam coming from
the ion source to the periodic quadrupole channel consists of three distinct steps. First,
for a certain desired zero-current phase advance per cell Ho the quadrupole voltage
Vg in the periodic channel has to be determined. For a zero-current beam the
TRANSP-program calculates the phase advance over one period in the channel and
searches the voltage V6, which yields the demanded \IQ. For the employed values of
HQ, the relation between the quadrupole voltage and the zero-current phase advance
per cell is approximately linear; the voltage for |io=43° is 1.75 kV and for no=l 14° it
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FIG. 4. Emittance diagrams of a 7-mA beam measured at different locations in the LEBT-section.
The circles and crosses indicate the contour, where the density is 10% and 36.8% (1/e) of the
maximum value, respectively. The solid line gives the RMS-ellipse as deduced from the measured
intensity distribution, while the dashed line gives the RMS-ellipse as predicted by the KV-
calculations. The parameters which characterize the three diagrams are listed in Table I.
a: Emittance diagram measured at the entrance of the first quadmpole (see Fig. 3; position A)
b,c : Emittance diagrams of the beam in the x-z and y-z plane, measured behind the sixth quadrupole
(position B).
d,e: Emittance diagrams of the beam in the x-z and y-z plane, measured behind the last quadrupole of
the LEBT-section (position C).

is 4.0 kV [5]. This linear relationship is also used by Reiser in his "smooth"
approximation [21].

The second step is the determination of the periodic solution of the beam in the
channel at the determined quadrupole voltage Vg. The periodic solution is only a

function of the beam current I and the emittance e. The TRANSP-code now calculates
the envelope trajectories over one period S and searches for those initial conditions of
X(s), X'(s), Y(s) and Y'(s), which yield that X(s)=X(s+S), X'(s)=X'(s+S),
Y(s)=Y(s+S) and Y'(s)=Y'(s+S). This implies, that the desired beam parameters XB,
XB' , Y B and Y B ' at position B are known.

The last step is to find the five quadrupole voltages in the matching section,
which transform the beam extracted from the ion source into a beam with the
properties of the periodic solution at position B. In principle, for this transformation
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FIG. 5. Envelope calculations for the LEBT section. In the top and the bottom half of the picture the
envelopes in the x-z and y-z planes, respectively, are shown. The 7-mA beam of Fig. 4a,
characterized by its RMS-parameters, is injected. The voltages on the first five quadrupoles (matching
section) are : 2.20, 3.93,2.94,0.853, and 1.23 kV. The voltage on the rest of the LEBT-
quadrupoles is 2.4 kV, which corresponds to a zero-current phase advance per cell Ho of 60*. For
details see text.

of the four beam parameters X, X', Y, and Y' from A to B only four degrees of
freedom, i.e. four lenses with each an independent voltage, would be sufficient.
However, for some beams the transformation would be unrealistic, because they hit
one of the quadrupole electrodes, or because the calculated quadrupole voltages are
too high. The extra degree of freedom introduced by the fifth lens is used to minimize
the maximum excursion of ihe envelope in the matching section. So if one of the
matching section quadrupole voltages is given, the TRANSP-program searches for
the four other voltages, which give the desired transformation. The concomitant
trajectory calculations show, if another choice for the given voltage is necessary. An
example of calculated envelope trajectories in the matching section and in the periodic
channel is shown in fig. 5.

With the calculated quadrupole voltages, the current and the emittance diagrams
are again measured behind the matching section (position B in fig. 3) and behind the
LEBT-section (position C in fig. 3), and are compared with the calculated beam
parameters. Position B and C are equivalent positions in the periodic channel and
therefore should yield identical results for a matched beam.

5. Experimental results

For all the measurements that will be discussed, the total extraction voltage is 40
kV and only one of the four extraction apertures is used. The first step is the
examination of the parameters of the extracted beam. The current and emittance
diagram are measured at the entrance plane of the first quadrupole lens for different
source settings and for different values of the intermediate-electrode voltage.
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X [mm]
X1 [mrad]
£x [it mm mrad]
Y [mm]
Y' [mrad]
ey [Ttmmmrad]

A

0.84
36.4
10.9
0.84

36.4
10.9

Position
B

1.28
48.6
20.7

1.15
-58.8
14.2

C

1.26
51.2
13.8

1.06
-47.0
11.4

Periodic
Solution

1.28
47.8
10.9

1.12
-45.5
10.9

Table 1. The RMS-parameters of the 7-mA beam as deduced from the emittance diagrams in fig. 4.
Practically no beam loss is seen in the LEBT-section. The envelopes and their derivatives for the
periodic solution are obtained from the calculations with the beam transport program (see fig. 5) and
should be compared with the measured values at position B and C.

For an extraction aperture of 4 mm and for one particular source setting the
measured beam parameters, current I, envelope X, its derivative X' and emittance ex,
are shown as a function of the intermediate-electrode voltage in fig. 6. Note that the
beam is cylindrically symmetric, and that Vj expresses the voltage difference between
the plasma source, which is on 40 kV with respect to earth, and the intermediate
electrode. The extracted current is seen to increase slowly from 5.5 to 8 mA, as the
voltage difference between the source and the intermediate electrode is increased
from 2 to 10 kV. The envelope and its derivative both show a minimum for Vj=4-6
kV. No distinct relation between the measured emittances and Vj can be seen.

The complete matching procedure for the 7-mA beam, which results at an
intermediate electrode voltage of 6 kV in fig. 6, is presented next. The RMS-
parameters, as determined from the emittance diagram measured behind the ion
source (fig. 4a), are used to calculate the necessary quadrupole voltages on the
matching section quadrupoles. The demanded zero-current phase advance per cell u^
is 60°. Then the current and the emittance diagrams are measured behind the
matching section (fig. 4b and c) and behind the LEBT-section (fig. 4d and e). The
accompanying calculated envelope trajectory is shown in fig. 5. The current
measurements show that no current is lost in the matching section and in the
subsequent 28 quadrupole elements. The measured and calculated beam parameters at
the three positions are listed in table 1.

Fig. 7 shows some examples of emittance diagrams for the same initial 7-mA
beam and for three different matching conditions. Each diagram shows the measured
10% contour, the RMS-ellipse of the distribution and the RMS-ellipse from the
transport calculations. A compilation of the deviations between the results from the
measurements behind the matching section and the predictions from the KV -model is
given in fig. 8. The zero-current phase advance per cell HQ is varied from 43° to 114°.
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FIG. 6. Beam parameters as a function of the intermediate electrode voltage, as measured behind the
extraction system (see Fig. 3; position A) for one particular plasma source setting. The voltage V; is
measured with respect to the ion source, which is at a 40 kV potential.
a : The extracted beam current I measured with a faraday cup.
b : The beam envelope X as deduced from the measured emittance diagrams.
c : The derivative of the beam envelope X'.
d : The beam emittance ex.

The beam loss in the matching section for all the considered cases is found to be
negligible. As a function of Ho, the differences between the measured and calculated
values of the beam envelope and its derivative are shown in fig. 8a and 8b,
respectively. The differences are shown relative with respect to the calculated values.
Those calculated beam parameters differ for every m,, but are of the order of
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FIG. 7. Emittance diagrams of a 7-mA beam measured behind the matching-section for three
different values of (ig. The used symbols indicate, where the density is 10% of the maximum value.
The two ellipses are the RMS-ellipses, as deduced from the measured intensity distribution (solid)
and as obtained from the KV-calculations (dashed), respectively.
The emittance diagrams of the beam in the x-z and y-z plane, measured behind the sixth quadrupole
(see Fig. 3; position B) and matched for a zero-current phase advance per cell Ho in the periodic
channel of 43° are shown in a and b, while the equivalent diagrams for HQ equal to 90* and 114° are
shown in c,d and e,f.

1.0-1.5 mm for the envelopes and 40-60 mrad for their derivatives. The observed
emittance growth as a function of \\Q is shown in fig. 8c. Note that the emittance is
assumed to remain constant in the KV-calculations. A similar approach is used to test
the validity of the KV-model for different beam currents (7-16 mA) at ^=60°. For
currents larger then 10 mA an extraction aperture diameter of 5.5 mm is employed.
The current and emittance diagrams are measured behind the matching section. As a
function of the injected current I, the observed differences between the measured and
the calculated values are shown in fig. 9a and 9b for the envelopes and their
derivatives, respectively. The calculated beam parameters are of the order of 1.0-1.8
mm for the envelopes and 40-70 mrad for their derivatives. Also for the larger
currents the transmission remains practically 100%. The measured concomitant
emittance growth is shown in fig. 9c.
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FIG. 8. The deviations between the measured and calculated beam parameters as found behind the
sixth quadrupole as a function of u^. The quadrupole voltages on the quadrupoles have been
calculated to match the 7 mA beam of Fig. 4a to the periodic channel for different zen>current phase
advances per cell (IQ. The deviations of the envelopes and their derivatives are shown in a and b,
respectively, as a relative difference with respect to the calculated values. The measured emittance
growth with respect to the initial beam emittance at the entrance of the matching section is shown in c.

6. Discussion

The measurements on the beam behind the extraction system show a strong
coupling between the extracted current and the diameter of the extraction aperture.
For a given plasma density, the extracted current is not very sensitive to the applied
electric field. Note that in fig. 6 the voltage gradient between the source front plate
and the intermediate electrode is varied over a factor of 5, while the extracted current
varies with only 50%. This is consistent with the simple model discussed in section 2.
For a chosen aperture diameter the beam current that can be used, is only variable in a
limited range. These limits are set by the acceptance of the matching section. The
calculations and the experiments have shown, that the initial beam envelope at the
entrance of the matching section should be less then =1 mm and its derivative should
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FIG. 9. The deviations between the measured and calculated beam parameters, as found behind the
sixth quadrupole, as a function of the injected beam current I. The quadrupole voltages on the
quadrupoles have been calculated to match the beams to the periodic channel for a zero-current phase
advance per cell of 60". The deviations of the envelopes and of their derivatives are shown in a and b,
respectively, as a relative difference with respect to the calculated values. The measured emittance
growth with respect to the initial beam emittance at the entrance of the matching section is shown Ln c.

be smaller than 50 mrad, in order to transport the beam through the first five
quadrupoles without hitting one of the electrodes.

The given example of the result of the matching procedure with the 7-mA beam
in fig. 4 shows, that beams can be properly matched to the periodic focusing channel.
To a large extent the measured distributions show an ellipitical symmetry. The 10%
and 36.8% contours are relatively close to each other, which indicates that the
distribution is homogeneous. The small aberrations, which can be seen in the
measured y-y' distribution behind the matching section, have vanished during the
transport through the subsequent 28 quadrupole elements. Although the beam is
transported through the channel with practically no beam loss, the channel seems to
select elliptically symmetric beams by scraping off that little fraction, which does not
match this distribution. A comparison of the calculated beam parameters of the
periodic solution and those measured behind the matching- and LEBT-section (see
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v2 v3 v4 v5
(kV) (kV) (kV) (kV)

X A = 0.84 mm; X\ = 36.4 mrad
X A + 0.1 mm
X'A + 5 mrad

Vi= 2.20 kV ; V6= 2.40 kV

3.93
3.84
3.90

2.94
2.80
2.81

0.853
0.783
0.731

1.23
1.29
1.17

Table 2. Sensitivity of the calculated voltages of the matching section quadrupoles for a small
variation in the injected beam parameters.
The quadrupole voltages V2-V5 are calculated to match the 7-mA beam of fig. 4a to the periodic
focusing channel with a UQ of 60°, i. e. V6=2.40 kV. The voltage Vj is chosen as 2.20 kV. The
resulting voltages for V2-V5 are shown for a beam envelope and its derivative, which are 0.1 mm and
S mrad larger than the values determined from the emittance diagram.

table 1) shows a consistency for the envelopes of 5% and for the envelope derivatives
of 25%.

The observed RMS-emittance growth in the matching section does not show any
relation with the injected current and/or the demanded Uo (see fig. 8c and 9c). For
some cases the emittance has grown with a factor as large as 2.5. However, the exact
values for the emittances are of relatively little importance, because the considered
beams are space charge dominated. For a 7-mA beam, the contribution of the space
charge term 2 K / ( X + Y ) in the KV-equations (12) is on the average five times
larger then that of the emittance term e2 / X3 .

The differences between the measured and the calculated values of the envelopes
and their derivatives, as they are shown in fig. 8a, 8b, 9a, and 9b, exceed in some cases
50%. No distinct relation can be seen between the deviations, the current I and Ho.
When a measurement is repeated with exactly the same voltage settings on the
quadrupoles and the extraction system, the emittance diagrams are reproduced within
some 15%. This difference can be accounted for by a little change of the plasma
density in the source and by the uncertainty in the exact positioning of the entrance slit
of the emittance measuring device.

In view of the above discussed random errors, we have investigated the
sensitivity of the calculated beam parameters to a variation of the different initial and
boundary conditions in our model. Our mathematical model is too complex to find
concise relations between the different parameters. Therefore, the end values of the
envelopes and their derivatives behind the matching section are calculated for possible
errors in the input parameters. The results of these calculations for the 7-mA beam,
which is used during the measurements that resulted in fig. 4 for Ho=6O\ are shown in
table 2 and 3.
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zA = 0 ± 0.5 mm
zB = 92 ± 0.5 mm
XA = 0.84 ± 0.1 mm
X'A = 36.4 ± 5 mrad
eA = 10.9 ± 2 K mm mrad
IA = 7±0.2mA
WA = 40±0.2keV
V1 = 2.20 ± 0.05 kV
V2 = 3.93 ± 0.05 kV
V3 = 2.94 ± 0.05 kV
V4 = 0.853 ± 0.05 kV
V5= 1.23 ± 0.05 kV
V6 = 2.40 ± 0.05 kV

Measurement

AX/XB

0.4
1.2
0.8

-11

-0.8
1.2
0.0

-1.6
8.0

-16
11
-9.1
0.8

0.0

AXVX'g

2.1
2.3

14
-16

0.1
3.1

-0.3
1.4

14
-15
17

-11
5.5

1.7

AY/YB

-0.5
-5.5

-19
-7

-0.5
0.0
0.7
0.9

-12
3.6

-7.5
-0.9
-5.5

2.7

AY'/Y'B

8.9
1.8

-29
-0.2

8
7.6
5.6

14
-27
15
-1.5
3.4
7.6

29

Table 3. Sensitivity of the calculations used for the matching section.
The introduced (absolute) errors for the calculations, are shown together with the initial values. The
deviations are given as a percentage of the "error-free" calculated values for XB (1.28 mm), X'B
(47.8 mrad), YB (1.12 mm), and Y'B (-45.5 mrad). For details see text.

The estimated accuracy in the determination of the beam envelope and its
derivative from the emittance diagrams is 0.1 mm and 5 mrad, respectively. Table 2
shows the variation in the calculated voltages of the matching section quadrupoles, if
these deviations for the injected beam are taken into account. The variation of the
quadrupole voltages are in the range 0.03-0.14 kV.

The sensitivity of the envelopes and their derivatives behind the matching section
to a variation in the input parameters is investigated in table 3. The positions of the
emittance measuring device behind the extraction system and the matching section are
ZA and zg, respectively. The sensitivity to the determined beam envelope, its
derivative and the emittance from the emittance diagram, as measured behind the
extraction system, is discounted in XA, X'A, and £A- The beam current and energy are
denoted as IA and W A , while the six quadrupole settings are Vj to V6. All deviations
are assumed to be linear for small perturbations and are given as a function of the
estimated possible absolute errors. As a reference, the percentual differences between
the measured and calculated values for the beam parameters are also listed.

Relatively small errors (< 10%) are introduced by a misplacement of the
emittance measuring device, or by errors in the emittance, the current and the beam
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energy. The introduced variations in the initial beam envelope X^, its derivative X'A.,
and the quadrupole voltages V1-V5 can all individually account for deviations upto
30% in the expected values of X B , Xg' and YB, Y B ' behind the matching section. The
equivalent investigations for other beams with different matching conditions show a
similar sensitivity.

If in first order the percentual errors, caused by the different possible
uncertainties in the boundary conditions, are added, the measured and calculated
beam parameters behind the matching section agree within the error range. From this
consideration one can conclude, that for our experiment errors of the order of
magnitude as are shown in fig. 8 and 9, cannot be avoided and that the measurements
and the calculations show a reasonable agreement.

So far, the misalignment in place and angle of the extraction system with respect
to the quadrupole channels was not discussed. The effect of this misalignment can be
calculated by tracing a single particle through the matching section. The beam
behaviour is then considered as a superposition of the single particle trajectory and
the normal envelope trajectories.The transformation for a single particle through a
lens system differs essentially from the transformation of the beam. The latter
depends on the current and emittance and is described by the KV-equations (12). The
estimated accuracy in the alignment between the extraction system and the quadrupole
channel is <0.I mm in position and <5 mrad in angle. One extra difficulty is
introduced by the matching section, because it multiplicates the misalignment in
position and/or angle in some cases with a factor of 5, depending on the injected beam
parameters and the demanded zero-current phase advance per cell. The measurements
with the emittance measuring device show variations of the beam centre of mass with
respect of the channel axis in the order of several tens of mm.

The deviation between the "real" beam parameters at the entrance of the periodic
focusing channel and those for the periodic solution is called mismatch. The
consequences of this mismatch and the misalignment for the beam propagation in the
periodic quadrupole channel are dealt with in the accompanying article [5].
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CHAPTER 4

TRANSPORT OF LOW-ENERGY IONS
THROUGH A PERIODIC QUADRUPOLE CHANNEL

The transport of 40 keV He+ ion beams through a periodic focusing channel is investigated.
The transport section consists of four parallel channels of 29 electrostatic quadrupole elements, which
are arranged in a periodic focusing lattice. The radius of the individual channels is 3 mm, while the
period length of this small transport system is 35 mm. The injected current is changed from 1 to 16
mA per beam,while the zero-current phase advance per cell \IQ is varied from 43° to 114 °. No beam

loss is observed for injected currents upto 7 mA per beam in the range qf6O°<)iQ<90 °. A first order
perturbation analysis shows, that these limits are set by the misalignment and mismatch of the beam
to the focusing channel and by possible beam instabilitiesfor ̂ IQ>90°. When no beam loss is
observed, the beam propagation is well described by the KapchinskyVladimirsky equations. Multi-
particle simulations show, also in the case of beam loss, a good agreement with the measurements.

1. Introduction

High current beams are of importance for plasma diagnosis, ion implantation
into metals or semiconductors, and inertial confinement fusion. For that reason
several experiments have been launched to study the transport and acceleration of
beams in the space charge dominated regime. In the accompanying article references
are given of different experiments dealing with this subject [1]. In general the radial
stability of the beam is ensured by the use of periodic transverse focusing elements,
which counteract the defocusing force of the space charge. The transverse limits on
the amount of current that can be transported/accelerated in such systems are set by
the maximum allowable external focusing fields. These are determined by the
practical limits on field gradients and the concomitant occurrence of beam
instabilities. A possible way to reduce these limits is to transport or accelerate, instead
of a single beam, a large number of small parallel beamlets.

The Multiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelerator (MEQALAC)
[2] features the simultaneous acceleration of multiple parallel beamlets, while strong
focusing electrostatic quadrupoles in between the accelerating gaps oppose a space
charge induced blow-up and counteract the radial defocusing effect of the gaps. The
advantage of such a set-up is that in principle a large current can be accelerated by
increasing the number of beamlets. At the FOM-institute in Amsterdam a MEQALAC
is under investigation [3]. A schematic picture of the experiment is shown in fig. 1. In
this proof-of-principle experiment four He+ ion beams are accelerated from 40 keV
to 120 ke V. The beams are extracted from a plasma source with a 40-kV, five-grid
extraction system. The cylindrically symmetric beams are matched by five
quadrupole singlet lenses to a periodic focusing transport section. The purpose of this
Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) section is to transport the beams from the high
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the FOM-MEQALAC experiment

pressure plasma source region to the low pressure if-accelerator region and to
provide the necessary drift length for the two-gap buncher, which is situated half way
the transport channel. The quadrupole channel, which has a 3 mm radius, exhibits the
same FODO-focusing lattice as is present in the MEQALAC accelerator, and consists
of 29 quadrupole elements with a period length of 35 mm. It is therefore possible by
studying the beam propagation in the LEBT-section, to investigate the purely
transverse limits on the amount of current that can be transported/accelerated. These
limits are set by the transverse emittance, mismatch, misalignment and the maximum
allowable focusing strength in the quadrupole channel. One of the essential
differences between similar experiments and the one in Amsterdam is the overall
dimension of the system, which for our case is an order of magnitude smaller. As a
consequence, the influence of mismatch and misalignment is more severe.

As was mentioned, each periodic focusing channel consists of electrostatic
quadrupoles arranged in a FODO-lattice (i.e. focusing quad, drift, defocusing quad,
drift, etc.). The propagation of a beam with a given current and emittance is
completely determined by the initial conditions for the envelopes and their derivatives
in the x-z and y-z plane, respectively, at the entrance of the channel. The most stable
transport is ensured if the beam is injected such, that its envelope trajectories will
show the same periodicity as the focusing channel. The envelope trajectories can then
be viewed as a constant average beam radius with a sinus-like modulation, where the
wavelength of the modulation equals the length of one focusing period, and the
maximum and minimum of the modulation occur in the middle of the focusing and the
defocusing quad, respectively. In this case the beam is called matched to the channel
and that particular solution is referred to as the periodic solution.
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A matched beam can be thought of as a beam, where the external focusing field
and the defocusing "forces" inside the beam, i.e. the space charge and emittance, are
in equilibrium. The individual particles in the beam perform a sinus-like oscillatory
motion around the channel axis. The wavelength of this oscillation is longer than that
of the envelope modulation and is in general expressed in a phase advance per cell
(i.e. per focusing period ). In the absence of space charge, the so-called zero-current
phase advance per cell |io is a measure of the average external focusing field. It is
therefore only a function of the quadrupole voltage. The defocusing force of the space
charge counteracts the average focusing field, so that its effect will be a decrease of
the phase advance per cell of the individual particles. This depressed phase advance (J.
is a measure of the average effective (net) focusing field. It is a function of JIQ and the
beam current and emittance. For a comparison of different experiments, \IQ and u. are
the key parameters.

The term mismatch is used, when a beam is injected in the channel with initial
conditions, that deviate from the periodic solution. For small deviations the beam
envelopes oscillate around the envelope trajectories of the ideally matched, equivalent
beam. Because of the two degrees of freedom in the x-y plane, the mismatch
oscillation can be decomposed in two fundamental oscillations (stretch-destretch
mode). The phase advances per cell of these fundamental oscillations are functions of
\i and jio» which are approximated by V( \IQ2 + 3 \i2) and V( 2 ]XQ2 + 2 u.2),
respectively. Another important issue for the beam propagation are the possible
errors in the alignment in position and angle of the injected beam with respect to the
channel axis. The result of this misalignment is an oscillatory motion of the beam
centre of mass around the channel axis with the same phase advance per cell JIQ of that
of a single particle in the absence of space charge.

This paper is concerned with an experimental and theoretical study of the limits
on the current that can be transported through the transport channel of the
MEQALAC experiment. In section 2 a short introduction in the theoretical
description of the beam dynamics in periodic focusing channels will be given,
including first-order expressions for the contributions of mismatch and
misalignment. Sections 3 and 4 describe the experimental set-up and the
measurements. To this end measurements have been performed on beam transport,
where the zero-current phase advance per cell and the injected beam current are
varied in the range of 43°-l 14° and 1-16 mA, respectively. The procedure to match
the cylindrically symmetric beams, as extracted from the ion source, to the periodic
channel is discussed in the accompanying article [1], while first results on ion
transport were reported recently [4]. In the last section 5 the experimental results will
be compared with the theoretical predictions from the analytical theoretical model
and multi-particle simulations.

2. Theoretical background

The first part of this section deals with the particle and beam dynamics in the
presence of the external focusing fields and the self field, i.e. the space charge field. In
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the second part a perturbation analysis is given of the equations of motion for the
beam propagation. This gives insight into the consequences of misalignment and
mismatch, and reveals regions where beam instabilities are expected. The last part
gives a description of the two computer programs which are employed to simulate
beam propagation through the transport channel.

2.1 Particle and beam dynamics

The equations of motion for a single particle in an ideal electrostatic quadrupole
channel can be written as

x" + k x x = O (la)

and

y" + k y y = 0 . (lb)

The cartesian coordinates x and y define the position in the plane, which is transverse
to the direction of propagation z. Primes refer to differentiation with respect to z.
The focusing function kx(z) for a quadrupole channel with radius aq and voltage Vq is
defined as

kx(z) = q Vq g(z) / ( aq2 m vz2 ) , (2)

where the particle mass and charge are denoted as m and q, respectively, and the
velocity in the z direction is denoted as vz. The focusing function in the y-z plane is
ky(z) = - kx(z). Throughout this article the external focusing functions are assumed
not to depend on the coordinates x and y. The so-called hard-edge model is employed
in many calculations on quadrupole fields. In this model, the function g(z) is assumed
to be constant inside the volume enclosed by the quadrupole and zero outside. The
fringe fields at the entrance and exit of the quadrupole can be taken into account by
using an effective length Leff instead of the real electrode length Lq. An empirical
formula for this effective length was derived by Grivet and Septier [5], and recently
confirmed experimentally for our geometry by Van Amersfoort et al. [6],

Leff=Lq +1-1 aq- (3)

The space charge force counteracts the external focusing field and depends on
the particle distribution inside the beam. The properties of a continuous beam at a
position ZQ can be characterized by a distribution p4(x,x',y,y',zo) in the four-
dimensional phase space. The n* moment of the variable a of the distribution is
defined as
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<an> = JjJJ «n p4 dx dx'dy dy1 / JjjJ p4 dxdx'dy dy1, (4)

where the integration is performed over the entire phase space. As the average space
charge force <FS> equals zero because of Newton's third law, one easily derives that
the equation of motion for the centre of mass of the beam is equivalent to that of a
single particle. This yields

+ kx<x> = 0 , (5)

with an equivalent equation for <y>.
The equation of motion for the beam can only be derived for well defined

distributions. For an elliptically symmetric beam Sacherer derived expressions,
which describe the evolution of the second moments of the phase space distribution
along the beamline [7]. With the following definitions of the so-called RMS-envelope
X(z) and the RMS-emittance £x [8],

(6)

(7)

and equivalent expressions for the y-y' plane, the equations of motion for X(z) and
Y(z) are

0 (8a)

and

0 , (8b)

where it is assumed that the RMS-emittances remain constant during beam
propagation, or that their dependence on z is known in advance. These two coupled
second-order differential equations are generally known as the Kapchinsky-
Vladimirsky (KV) equations [9]. The generalized perveance K, which accounts for
the defocusing effect of the space charge, is proportional to the beam current I,

K = 2 I / ( p 3 i 0 ) . (9)

The particle velocity vz, normalized to the velocity of light c, is denoted as p. Io is a
constant equal to

(10)
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where £Q is tK dielectric permittivity of vacuum.

A phase space distribution p4(x,x',y,y'), which is such, that all two-dimensional
projections yield homogeneously filled ellipses, is known as a KV-distribution. For
instance, the space charge density p(x,y), which is defined as the projection of P4 on
the x-y plane

p = JJ q p4 dx'dy1 / JJJJ p4 dxdx'dy dy', (11)

yields an ellips in which the density is constant. Furthermore, the electric field
components Ex and Ey inside the beam due to the space charge are linear in x and y,
respectively. For beams with a KV-distribution, the RMS-values, as defined in eqs.
(6) and (7), are identical to the values for their actual radius and emittance. Realistic
beams often do not have a KV-distribution in phase space, which implies that the
actual envelope and emittance are somewhat larger then the RMS-values. For
instance, the radius for a beam with a waterbag distribution in phase space is 20%
larger than its RMS-envelope [10].

Periodic focusing channels are characterized by the fact that the external
focusing functions show a periodicity along the direction of propagation. With the
cell length defined as S this means that at every position z in die channel
kx(z)=kx(z+S) and ky(z)=ky(z+S). For a beam with a certain current and emittance
one particular solution can be derived from the KV-equations, where the beam
envelopes show the same periodicity as the channel, i.e. Xp(z)=Xp(z+S) and
Yp(z)=Yp(z+S). This so-called periodic or stable solution has the property that it
represents the smallest amount of internal energy, which implies that every other
solution will eventually show larger envelope excursions along the channel. To ensure
the most stable transport, the beam should therefore enter the focusing channel such,
that it exhibits the properties of the periodic solution. This means that at the entrance
plane Z=ZQ of the channel, the beam envelopes in the x-z and y-z planes and their
derivatives must equal those of the periodic solution, i.e. X(zo)=Xp(zo),
X1(z0)=Xp1(z0), Y(zo)=Yp(zo) and YI(z0)=Yp'(z0).

For a beam which is matched to the channel, the phase advance per cell | ix is
defined as

^x = s / e / X p 2 d z , (12)

with an equivalent definition for fiy. For quadrupole channels these two are identical,
i.e. {Xx^ysji. In the absence of space charge the so-called zero-current phase advance
per cell f-iQ is a measure for the average external focusing field, which is supplied by
the quadrupoles. Space charge counteracts this field, so that the effective field felt by
the particles is decreased. The phase advance per cell ja in the presence of space charge
is a measure for the average effective focusing field. The individual particles in the
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beam perform a sinus-like oscillatory motion with a frequency equal to the phase
advance per cell divided by the period length.

As the KV-equations in general only can be solved numerically, use is made of an
approximation to decribe the general behaviour of the beam. In the "smooth
approximation" the external focusing functions for a periodic focusing channel, kx(z)
and ky(z), are approximated by a constant average focusing function k [11]. The real
and the approximated system are considered equivalent if they exhibit the same zero-
current phase advance per cell length S. The periodic solution for a channel with a
constant focusing function k yields a constant beam envelope Xp=Yp, as can be easily
verified with the KV-equations (8). For a constant beam envelope Xp these reduce to

kXp-K/X p - e2 /X p 3 = 0 , (13)

whereas equation (12) can then be rewritten as

2 . (14)

By using equation (13) and (14) in the absence of space charge (K=0), the constant
focusing function k can be written as a function of the zero-current phase advance per
cell no and the period length S. This yields

(15)

With the help of equations (13) and (15), the envelope Xp of the matched beam
becomes the root of

Xp2 = ( K S 2 / W ) 2 ) [ i / 2 + l / W { l + 4 £ 2 | j o 2 / ( K 2 s 2 ) } ] . (16)

The influence of the space charge on the beam propagation compared to that of the
emittance, can be estimated by examining the ratio of the space charge term K/Xp and

the emittance term e2/Xp
3 as they appear in the KV-equations. In the smooth

approximation this ratio £, is

% = (K/Xp)/ (£2/Xp3) = 1]2 { 1/2 + 1/2 V( 1 + 4 /Tl2) } , (17)

where r\ is defined as

08)

In fig. 2 ^ is plotted as a function of TJ. It shows, that for the MEQALAC experiment
the contributions of the space charge and the emittance are comparable in the case of
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FIG. 2. The ratio % of the space charge term K/Xp and the emittance term e2/Xp
3 shown as a

function of r\, which is defined asri = KS/(Uo£)- For the MEQALAC experiment this ratio
equals one for I = 1.3 mA, ^ = 60° and e = 10 JC mm mrad Cn = 0.7).

small currents ( 1 - 1 . 5 mA ), while for I >7 mA the beam propagation is space
charge dominated. From equation (16) the two limits for the matched beam envelope
can be derived. In the space charge dominated domain (e—»0), the beam envelope is

Xp ~ S VK / jio, while in the emittance dominated domain (K—>0) it is

For periodic focusing channels which consist of quadrupole elements arranged
in a focusing-drift-defocusing-drift (FODO) lattice, the stable beam is modulated such,
that its maximum envelope Xp+Xm>p occurs in the focusing quadrupole element and
its minimum in the defocusing one. For the ratio of the average envelope Xp, as found
with equation (16), and the maximum envelope Xp+Xm)P, Reiser gives an
approximation in Ref. [12]. For Ho < 90° the following formula is accurate within
10%

GT = Xp2 / (Xp+Xm)P)2 = 1 -1.2 jio / n (19)

With this definition of the function G j combined with equations (9), (13) and (14)
one can derive an expression for the space charge limited current for a channel with a
maximum allowable beam radius am, which is generally known as the Reiser-
formula,

W = 1/2 loP3 Gr {1 - (20)

The effective radius am is a fraction of the channel radius aq. It depends on the actual
shape of the particle distribution and on the radial position where the nonlinearities of
the focusing field are becoming important.
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FIG. 3. KV-beam envelope calculations for the LEBT section. In the top and the bottom half of
the picture the envelopes in the x-z and y-z planes, respectively, are shown. For a beam with 1=10
mA, e =10 7t mm mrad and HQ =60° the periodic solution is shown as Xp and Yp (dashed lines).

The depressed phase advance per cell u is 10°. A mismatch in position of 0.25 mm with respect to
the periodic solution is introduced at the entrance of the channel. These envelope trajectories are
shown as X and Y (solid lines), while the differences between the matched and the mismatched

beam are shown as 5X and SY. A least-squares fit of a cosine-function through the curves of 5X

and 8Y reproduces the expected fundamental frequency with a phase advance per cell aj=860 and

an amplitude of 0.25 mm, as expected from equations (22) and (23), within 5%.

2.2. Mismatch, misalignment and instabilities.

A first order perturbation analysis of the KV-equations in the smooth
approximation gives insight into the behaviour of a beam, which is not exactly
matched to the focusing channel. This analysis implies, that the KV-equations are
solved for X(z) = Xp + 8X(z) and Y(z) = Yp + 8Y(z), where Xp(=Yp) denotes the
matched beam envelope given by equation (16), and that the higher orders of 8X and
5Y are neglected. In view of the facts that there are two degrees of freedom in the x-y
plane, and that the x-z and y-z plane are only coupled by the space charge term
2 K / (X + Y), the perturbations can be decomposed in two fundamental
perturbations, namely 5X=8X1+5X2 and 8Y=8Yi+8Y2, where SXi=6Yi and
8X2=-SY2 (i.e. stretch and destretch mode, respectively). The perturbation analysis
gives the following two differential equations for 8Xj and 8X2, respectively,
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0 (21a)

ind

5X2"+ o 2
2 8 X 2 / S 2 = 0 , (21b)

with

a12 = 2^o 2 + 2 n 2 (22a)

ind

O22 = no2 + 3[i2 • (22b)

The solution of these equations shows, that the mismatched beam envelope oscillates

around the constant periodic solution Xp=Yp with an excursion 8X(z), which is

composed of two hannonic oscillations with a phase advance per cell of G\ and <j2 ,

respectively. For the limit of u. —> jio (i.e. K —> 0 ), one finds a i = a 2 —> 2 |Xo , while

for |j. -» 0 (i.e. K -> °o ) one finds Ci -» V2 [IQ and o 2 -> ]XQ. The amplitudes

X m j and Xm>2 of the two oscillations 5Xi(z) and 5X2(z) depend on the initial
conditions at Z=ZQ. They can be written as

Xm,i = V { 5Xi2(z0) + SXi^zo) S2 / aj2 } (23a)

and

Xm>2 = V { SX22(z0) + SX2'2(zo) S2 / o2
? } , (23b)

respectively.
The validity of this first-order perturbation analysis for a FODO-quadrupole

system is shown in fig. 3 . The results are obtained by solving the KV-equations
numerically for the MEQALAC-quadrupole channel. It shows, that perturbing a
beam (I = 10 mA, e = 10 % mm mrad) which is matched for HQ = 60°, results in
oscillations around the periodic solution. The observed phase advance per cell
3l = 86° and the amplitude Xmji = 0.25 mm of the beat agree within 5% with the
values predicted by equations (22) and (23) for the equivalent focusing channel in the
smooth approximation.

For a misalignment between the injected beam and the focusing channel, one
finds in the smooth approximation with equation (5), that the centre of mass of the
beam oscillates around the channel axis with a phase advance per cell of UQ. The
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FIG. 4. The maximum beam envelope excursion Xmax in the channel as a function of the zero-
current phase advance per cell PQ. The maximum radius is shown as a contribution of the average
periodic radius (Xp), the modulation contribution (Xm p), the misalignment between the beam and
channel axis (Xm < x >) , and the mismatch with respect to the periodic solution, which gives two
possible oscillations (Xm j and Xm>2). For the misalignment and the two mismatch conditions a
deviation of 0.1 mm in position and 5 mrad in angle is assumed. The results for a current of 7 and
12 mA are shown in a and b, respectively. The beam emittance is 15 JI mm mrad. The channel
radius is 3 mm.

amplitude X m < x > of this oscillation, which depends on the initial conditions at Z=ZQ,

is

m,<x>
<x(zo)>2 + <x'(zO)>2 S2 / m)2 (24)

After having discussed the consequences of mismatch and misalignment, the
maximum excursion Xm a x of the envelope during its propagation through the
quadrupole channel can now be estimated by adding the different contributions. This
implies, that Xm a x will be the sum of the average matched beam radius Xp (Eq. 16),
the modulation amplitude for the matched beam in a FODO-channel X m p (Eq. 19), the
two mismatch oscillation amplitudes X m i and Xm>2 (Eq. 23), and the amplitude of
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the misalignment oscillation Xm(<x> (Eq. 24),

X m < x > . (25)

The position in the channel, where this maximum occurs, depends on the different
frequencies of, and on the initial phase differences between the various oscillations.
But as the phase advances per cell of the oscillations differ, this maximum excursion
will certainly occur somewhere in the channel. For the MEQALAC experiment the
different contributions of X ^ x are shown in fig. 4 as a function of the zero-current
phase advance per cell \1Q for a 7 and a 12 mA beam with an emittance of 15 it mm
mrad. The assumed initial mismatch and misalignment are 0.1 mm and 5 mrad in posi
tion and angle, respectively. These are seen to reduce the usable channel radius with «

0.7 mm at no = 40°.
Next, we discuss instabilities. A perturbation analysis of the KV-equations with

the real focusing functions kx(z) and ky(z) can in general only be solved numerically.
For periodic focusing channels it will reveal regimes, where instabilities occur. These
are expected, when the perturbation oscillations are in resonance with the periodic
focusing structure. The derivation presented here will follow loosely the analysis
given by Struckmeier [13]. hi analogy with the previous analysis a perturbation of the
periodic solution is assumed,

X(z) = Xp(z) + 5X(z) , Y(z) = Yp(z) + 5Y(z) , (26)

where Xp(z) and Yp(z) denote the periodic envelope functions of a beam matched to

the channel, while 8X(z) and 8Y(z) are (small) perturbations. The linearized system
of differential equations for the perturbation functions becomes

5X" + ai 5X + ao 8Y = 0 (27a)

and

8Y" + a28Y + ao8X = O. (27b)

The three coefficients &o(z), ai(z) and a2(z) are

ao = 2 K / ( X p + Yp)2 , (28)

a ^ k x + S e ^ / X p ^ + ao , (29)

and

a2 = ky + 3ey2/Yp4 + ao . (30)
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These show the same periodicity as the channel. To solve the system of second-order
differential equations (27), the envelope functions Xp(z) and Yp(z) of the matched
beam have to be known. This system is equivalent to a system of four first-order
differential equations, which with u = (8X,8X',5Y,5Y')T, can be written in matrix
notation as u' = A u . In general, this system has to be solved numerically and its
solution will be a 4x4 matrix U(z), such that u(z) = U(z) u(0). The periodicity of the
system manifests itself in the property U(z+nS) = U(z) U(S)n, where n denotes an
arbitrary natural number. If u\ is one of the eigenvectors of U(S) with eigenvalue X,

then U(n S) u\ = 'knu\. This shows, that for W\>1 , the solution grows
exponentially and hence is unstable. The matrix U is real and symplectic, from which
follows that if A, is an eigenvalue, also the complex conjugated value A.* and the
reciprocal value 1A are eigenvalues. If the eigenvalues are written in polar

coordinates as A. = IA.I e * <*, then IAJ denotes the growth rate per period, while a

gives the phase advance per cell of the envelope oscillation. By examining the possible

eigenvalues, one finds that a growth rate of IXW can only occur when (i) one or both

of the eigenvalue pairs lie on the real axis, i.e. Oi 2 = n , or (ii) half the sum of the

phase angles yields %, i.e. 1/2 (G\ + 02) = % . As in the previous analysis in the smooth

approximation, the maximum values for <5\ and 02 are 2\1Q. This implies, that these

instabilities only can occur when (io^9O° to fulfil one of the two restrictions (i) and

For the MEQALAC focusing channel the phase advances G\ and <?2>
concomitant growth factor IXI are calculated for different \IQ. For a beam with an
emittance of 15 K mm mrad fig. 5 shows the result for joo equal to 114° as a function
of the depressed phase advance per cell \L. AS the current increases, i.e. as |i decreases,
the growth factor IA.I is seen to deviate from unity as soon as the before mentioned
restrictions (i) or (ii) for instabilities are fulfilled.

2.3 Beam transport simulations.

For the simulation of the beam transport through the quadrupole channel two
different computer programs are in use. The TRANSP program calculates the beam
envelope trajectories by solving the KV-equations. The code is capable of calculating
the periodic solution for a given quadrupole voltage, beam current and emittance.
Furthermore, it determines the voltages on the first five quadrupoles to match the
beam to the periodic focusing channel. A more elaborate discussion of this program is
given in Ref. [1].

The second program PARMILA is a multi-particle code. Upto 5000 macro-
particles can be used to simulate beam propagation in transport and RF-acceleration
sections. The particle trajectories are calculated in 3 dimensions, while the space
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FIG. 5. Results from the first order perturbation analysis for the MEQALAC quadrupole channel.
The zero-current phase advance per cell \1Q is 114° and the beam emittance is 15 jr mm mrad. The
beam current I as a function of the depressed phase advance per cell \i is shown in a. The phase
advances per cell of the two fundamental oscillations o~i and 02 a r e shown as a function of \i in b.
The solid lines indicate the phase advances calculated with the periodic focusing functions kx(z)=-
ky(z), while the dashed lines show the values obtained with the smooth approximation. The

concomittance growth factor per period IA.I as a function of jx is shown in c. For details see text.
(Calculations were performed by Dr. J. Struckmeier, GSI)
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charge forces are calculated by solving the Poisson equation in 2 dimensions. For
transport sections the Poisson equation is solved in the x-y plane and for acceleration
it is solved in the r-z plane. The components used to simulate the MEQALAC
transport section are quadrupole elements and drift spaces. For the calculation the
program has to be supplied with the initial particle distribution in phase space. This
implies, that for DC-beams the P4(x,x',y,y') distribution has to be given. In principle
the development of the particle distribution up to any position along the beam line can
be followed. The code takes the physical dimensions of the channel radius into
account; a particle is assumed to be lost when it hits a boundary, i.e. a quadrupole
element. The PARMILA program can only accomodate "hard-edge" quadrupoles, but
when quadrupoles with an effective length of 13 mm were used (the real length is 10
mm), the PARMILA results without beam loss were in good agreement with the
results from the equivalent calculations with the TRANSP program. When particles
are lost, the results differ as expected, because the TRANSP program does not include
particle loss.

3. Experimental arrangement

Four He+ beams are extracted from a bucket-type plasma source by means of a
40 kV extraction system and subsequently injected into the quadrupole channels. The
plasma source and the extraction system are discussed in the accompanying article [1].
The transport section consists of four parallel electrostatic quadrupole channels. It is
shown schematically in fig. 6. Each channel contains 34 quadrupole singlet lenses.
The first five lenses, which form the so-called matching section, have independent
voltage controls. The following 29 quads each carry the same voltage, which is
alternating in polarity to form a F0D0 (focusing, drift, defocusing, drift, etc.)
transport lattice. Each period consists of a focusing quad of 10 mm, a drift space of
7.5 mm, a defocusing quad of 10 mm and again a drift space of 7.5 mm. The channel
radius is 3 mm, while die quadrupole rod radius is 3.45 mm. The first quadrupole
lens is situated 18.7 mm behind the last grid of the extraction system. The geometry of
the matching section is identical to that of the rest of the LEBT section, except for the
four gaps between the five quads. They are 3, 3,5 and 5 mm, respectively. These
smaller drift spaces were chosen to facilitate the matching of the beam.

The beam current is measured with a Faraday cup. The envelopes ( X, Y ), dieir
derivatives ( X', Y') and the emittances ( e x , £y) in the x-x1 and y-y' plane of an
individual beamlet are determined with an emittance measuring device. This device is
discussed in the accompanying article [1].

4. Experimental results

From the current I and emittance e, measured behind the extraction system, the
periodic solution is calculated with the TRANSP program for the demanded phase
advance per cell |iQ. The calculated relation between ]1Q and the quadrupole voltage
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FIG. 6. The characteristic dimensions of the low energy beam tranpon section. All dimensions are
in mm.

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 35 4.0 4.5

FIG. 7. The crlculated relation between the zero-current phase advance per cell \1Q and the
quadrupole voltage Vq for the MEQALAC transport channel.
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FIG. 9. The measured emittance growth for a 7 and 12 mA injected beam as a function of \i$. ejn

is the emittance measured at the entrance of the LEBT section, while eout is the average of the

measured emittances in x-z and y-z plane (ex, Ey) at the exit of the transport channel.

Vq for the MEQALAC transport channel is shown in fig. 7. Furthermore the
TRANSP-code calculates the first five quadrupole voltages, which match the injected
beam to that periodic solution. The complete matching procedure is discussed in detail
in the accompanying article [1]. The current and the emittance diagrams are then
measured behind the last quadrupole of the transport channel.

For the results of the measurements presented here, only one channel was used.
For different injected currents, the measured current at the end of the transport
system IoUt is shown in fig. 8 as a function of the zero-current phase advance per cell
Ho- The injected current Iin is varied from 1 to 16 mA. For all injected currents a
decrease in transmission Iout/Iin is seen for Ho > 90°. For all injected currents in the
regime 60° < Ho < 90°, a maximum transmission is observed, which is approximately
100% for Iin ^ 7 mA and decreases with increasing Ijn for larger injected currents.

Furthermore it is seen, that for Iin > 7 mA and Ho < 60° the transmission decreases
strongly with decreasing Ho.

The measurements with four injected beams show the same dependence of the
transmission on the injected current and UQ. In all cases, the transported current is
within 20% equal to four times the value which is obtained with one channel.

The measured RMS-emittance growth eoUt/ein is shown in fig 9 as a function of
HO for the various injected currents. In the case of no beam loss, the average emittance
growth lies in the range of 1.5-2.0 and the measured phase space distributions remain
ellipsoidally symmetric. Larger emittance growth factors are observed for those
measurements where current is lost.
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FIG. 8. The measured beam current at the exit of the LEBT section ^ as a function of the zero-
current phase advance per cell Ho- F° r an injected current Ijn of 1,1.2 and 1.5 mA the results are
shown in a, while for Iin = 7,12 and 16 mA they are shown in b.
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5. Discussion

For a discussion of the measurements, the regimes of Ho>9O° and Ho<90° have to
be distinguished. As explained in section 2.2, second-order beam instabilities are
expected for fiQ-90°. The transmission measurements presented in Fig. 8 show, that
for all injected currents beam loss is observed in this regime. For the MEQALAC
quadrupole channel the calculated growth factor per period IAJ as a function of \i is
shown in Fig. 5 for |XQ=1 14°. The instability regimes coincide with the experimental
parameter values in question. One extra argument for instabilities is the observation
that for the larger values of HQ the measured output current is a strong function of the
matching section quadrupole voltages. In some cases a variation in the voltage of 3%
gives rise to a change in transmission of 50%. Also the multi-particle simulations with
the PARMILA program show, that a slight mismatch with respect to the periodic
solution gives rise to particle loss. One can therefore conclude, that for a stable beam
transport a zero-current phase advance per cell smaller than 90° is mandatory.

For jJo<90° a transmission Iout/Iin of practically 100% is observed for
Ijn < 1.5 mA and for Iin = 7 mA in the range 60° < HQ < 90° ( see Fig. 8 ). In these
cases the deviations of the beam envelope and its derivative with respect to the
expected values of the periodic solution, are of the same order as those found behind
the matching section [1]. The mismatch at the position where the beam enters the
channel is in the range of 0.1 mm in the envelope and 10 mrad in the envelope
derivative. In the accompanying article it is shown that these limits are set by the
accuracy in the determination of the beam envelope and its derivative from the
measured emittance diagrams, and their sensitivity with respect to the calculation of
the matching section quadrupole voltages. This implies that if no particle loss occurs,
the beam propagation is well described by the KV-equations.

If the injected current is further increased (7 < I{n < 16 mA ), the transmission

decreases. For Ijn = 1C mA and po =84° a maximum transported current of 11 mA is
found, which is approximately a factor of 2 lower than the space charge limited
current predicted by the Reiser formula (20) for a limiting channel radius of 2.5 mm.
In this formula, however, the beam is assumed to be ideally matched to the channel.
Any mismatch and/or misalignment will reduce the maximum transportable current,
because the beam envelope makes larger excursions as Eq. (25) predicts. From the
transmission measurements can furthermore be observed, that the transmission
remains almost constant in the regime 60° < [IQ < 90°, while for smaller zero-current
phase advances it decreases strongly with decreasing |Jo. This can well be understood
qualitatively, if these results are compared with Fig. 4. Note, that here the value of the
beam radius refers to the rms-value as defined in equation (6). As was mentioned in
section 2.2, the actual beam radius will be somewhat larger, where about a factor of
20% seems realistic. This implies that, with the 3-mm channel radius, particle loss is
expected when the RMS-envelope becomes larger then 2.5 mm. For the 7-mA beam
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in Fig. 4a this occurs for [\Q < 50°, which is consistent with the measurements. The
observed beam loss for the injected 12-mA beam is predicted in Fig. 4b for \XQ < 60°,
but to explain the measured transmission for 60° < Mo < 90°»o n e n a s to assume larger
contributions of the misalignment and mismatch than the values employed. The
reason for the observed strong decrease in transmission for low values of \IQ is related
to the fact, that the beam radius as a function of \1Q increases strongly for decreasing
HO (see Fig. 4).

To explain the measured transmission, more insight is obtained by employing the
measured beam parameters at the exit of the LEBT-section to calculate the maximum
beam radius with Eq. (25) backwards ( i.e. by reversing the beam propagation). In
other words, for the measured output current Iou t and emittance £out behind the
transport channel, the periodic solution is calculated. The deviations of the measured
beam parameters from this periodic solution for the beam envelope and its derivative
are shown as a function of |io for injected currents of 7 and 12 mA in fig. lO.a and b,
respectively. From these deviations the maximum amplitude of the mismatch
oscillations is then calculated with equation (23) and shown in Fig. 10c. The sum of
this amplitude and the maximum of the periodic solution is shown in Fig. lOd. This
figure shows the maximum envelope excursion of the beam without the misalignment
contribution. In order to explain the observed beam loss, the additional contribution
of the misalignment should therefore be of the order of a few tenths of a millimeter.
In the present experimental set-up, it is not possible to determine the exact absolute
values for the misalignment between the beam axis and the channel axis from the
measured emittance diagrams. However, measurements with different matching
conditions have revealed relative deviations of several tens of a millimeter in position
and angles in the order of 10 mrad behind the matching- and LEBT-section. The
estimated accuracy in the alignment between the extraction system and the quadrupole
channel is <0.1 mm in position and <5 mrad in angle. The observed larger
misalignment is accounted for by the matching section, because it multiplicates the
misalignment in position and/or angle in some cases with a factor of 5, depending on
the injected beam parameters and the demanded zero-current phase advance per cell.
The transformation, which matches the beam coming from the ion source to the
periodic focusing channel depends on the beam current and emittance, and is
described by the KV-equations (8). It differs essentially from the transformation for a
single particle through the same lens system, which describes the propagation of the
beam centre of mass. If the mentioned values for mismatch and misalignment are
introduced in the multi-particle simulations with the PARMILA code, transmission
factors similar to those measured are obtained.

The 20% discrepancy between the transmission with one and four injected beams
is attributed to mechanical misalignment. Note that in a multiple channel structure the
problem of alignment is enhanced, because the individual quadrupole elements are
part of several channels.

The larger emittance growth observed when substantial beam loss occurs is not
surprising. A large part of the beam has travelled close to the quadrupole rods, where
the electric field is known to deviate from its ideal linear dependence [1], and hence
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FIG. 10. The deviations from the periodic solution measured at the exit of the LEBT section, for
the injected beam currents of 7 and 12 mA. The periodic solution is calculated for the measured
output current and emittance. The deviations between the measured and calculated beam envelope
and its derivative in the x-z and y-z plane are shown in a and b, respectively. In the figure, the
results for an injected current of 7 mA is indicated by circles, while for 12 mA it is indicated by
squares. The results for the x-z and y-z planes are distinguished by the use of filled and open
symbols, respectively. From these values the maximum amplitude of the concomittant mismatch
oscillations is calculated and shown in c. The resulting maximum beam radius, i.e. the sum of the
maximum envelope of the periodic solution and the mismatch oscillation amplitude, is shown in d.
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introduces aberrations in the phase space distribution, which leads to an increase of
the rms-value for the emittance. Also particle loss distorts the elliptically symmetric
distribution and therefore lead to non-linearities in the space charge field, which
again can lead to emittance growth.

6. Summary

From the discussed measurements, one can conclude that for our experiment
only stable beam transport can be expected for a zero-current phase advance per cell
HO smaller than 90°. The limits in the range Ho<9O° are set by misalignment and
mismatch, which are inevitable and become more difficult as the overall dimensions
are decreased. When no current is lost, the agreement with the KV-model is good.
Beam loss of the same order of magnitude as observed, can be reproduced with multi-
particle simulations if realistic values for misalignment and mismatch are assumed.
The maximum transported current of 12 mA is four times the calculated average
space charge limited current of the MEQALAC accelerator, which is situated behind
the transport section.
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CHAPTER 5

BUNCHING OF INTENSE, LOW-ENERGY ION BEAMS
IN A PERIODIC, TRANSVERSE FOCUSING CHANNEL

Presented are investigations on the bunching of intense, low energy ion beams in aperiodic
focusing channel. Analytical models are derived to describe the bunching process with and witlwut
space charge. These models show a good qualitative agreement with multi-particle simulations and
with measurements. The results from the simulations and measurements also agree quantitatively.
The simulations show that, because of the decrease in energy spread on account of the energy in the
space charge field, one can employ a relatively high buncher voltage with an associated smaller drift
length to fill the longitudinal acceptance area.

I. INTRODUCTION

In section n theoretical models are presented, which give insight in the bunching
process. Also the multi-particle code used for the simulations is introduced. The
experimental set-up of the employed rf-buncher and the periodic quadrupole channel
are presented in section HI. A discussion of pure numerical results is given in section
IV, while in section V measurements on the bunch length and the bunch radius are
presented and compared with the theoretical predictions and simulations. At the end
in section VI, a summary of these investigations is given.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section first the need for a buncher in linear accelerators is briefly
discussed. Then for the case where space charge can be neglected, the consequence of
a sinusoidal velocity distribution for the bunching process is treated analytically. For
the space charge dominated regime, an analytical model is discussed, in which the
bunch is approximated by a homogeneously filled ellipsoid and the velocity
distribution is assumed to have a saw tooth modulation. At the end, a description is
given of the multi-particle code, with which the bunching process of an initially cw-
beam with a sinusoidal velocity distribution is simulated, while the transverse and
longitudinal space charge forces are taken into account.

A. Bunching and the accelerator acceptance

The aim of bunching is to increase the percentage of injected particles which can
be trapped around the stable phase of the linear accelerator and then brought to higher
energy. Most accelerators are designed such that there is one particular entrance
velocity and rf phase for which a particle maintains that phase with the electric field
during acceleration. This is the so-called synchronous particle and its velocity and
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AT

FIG. 1. The separatrix in the longitudinal <|)-AT phase plane. If the energy and phase deviation with
respect to the synchroneous particle are such that the particles lie inside the area enclosed by the
separatrix, then they are transported in a stable way through the accelerator. The S-shaped curve
drawn inside the scparatrix shows the advantage of bunching prior to injection; the amount of
particles inside the longitudinal acceptance area is increased.

FIG. 2. Density in velocity space. For an initial cw-beam with a sinusoidal velocity distribution the
velocity density function is given by nu(u)= Ntot/{7W(uB

2-u2)}. For details, see text.
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phase are denoted as P s and <|>s, respectively, where Ps is the ratio of the particle
velocity and the velocity of light. For phase stability tys has to be given a value in the
range -90° < <]>s < 0°. This implies that those particles which are (slightly) ahead of the
synchronous particle are accelerated less, whereas those which are behind it are
accelerated more. As a consequence, in longitudinal phase space the particles oscillate
around the phase and energy of the synchronous particle, as they travel through the
accelerator. In the plane defined by the energy and phase of the particles, the area of
stable oscillations is bounded by the so-called separatrix. An example is shown in

Fig. 1. Plotted are the quantities A<|) and AT, the phase and energy of a particle,
relative to die phase and energy of the synchronous particle. The area within the
separatrix corresponds to the longitudinal acceptance of die accelerator. For small
values of the synchronous phase, i.e. \tys\ < % 13, the width A<t>max of the separatrix

(D

while the maximum energy deviation is,

l/2 , (2)

where q is the particle charge, m is the mass of the particles, and Uo is the amplitude
of the gap voltage.

Because in most practical accelerators <|>s is found in the range from -30° to -60°,
we see from Eq. (1) that, in general, only a fraction of the injected cw beam falls
inside the phase window A(j>max of the accelerator. The capture efficiency can be
increased by bunching the ions prior to injection. This can be done with an if axial
electric field in a buncher gap. This field sinusoidally modulates the beam energy,
which will transform into a density modulation after travelling through a drift space.
In the longitudinal phase space the injected beam appears as an "S" shaped line in the
separatrix (see Fig. 1). The buncher adjustment is men assumed to be made such as to
maximize the number of particles inside mis stability bucket. The reader is referred
to Lapostolle and Septier for a more detailed discussion concerning the accelerator
acceptance.1

B. Sinusoidal bunching in the absence of space charge

An rf-buncher superimposes a sinusoidal energy modulation on the cw-beam.
Without space charge, the evolution in time of this distribution can be calculated
analytically. If the energy given to the particles by the buncher TB is small compared

to the beam energy Ts, then Av / vs ~ 0.5 AT / Ts, where Av and AT denote the
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FIG. 3. The distribution in the <|>-u phase plane at time x=0 and Z=XQ is shown in a and b.,

respectively. A line with an angle of 1/TQ at T=0 will have rotated in a vertical position at X=TQ- The

amount of particles found inbetween the two parallel lines through (-<j>o,O) and (<t>o,O) remains the

same. These properties are used for the derivation of equation (7). For details, see text.
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differences in velocity and energy with respect to the synchronous particle With the

definitions u = Av j vs and (j> = -2 K z / (p s X), where X denotes the rf-wave
length, the initial velocity distribution can be written as a sinusoidal distribution in
phase (f>,

u(<t>;t=O) = UBsin<|> . (3)

The maximum relative velocity is denoted as UB and 0 expressed in radians is the
phase difference with respect to the not accelerated particle. The initial density in
phase space n^ is homogeneous, i.z. nM; t=0)=Ntot/27c, where the number of particles
within one rf-period is denoted as N tot. The density nu in velocity space is found by
inverting Eq. (3), i.e. (j)=arcsin(u/uB), and then taking the derivative with respect to u,

nu(u) = (N t o t /3i)/V(uB2-u2) . (4)

This velocity distribution will not change as a function of time. The U-shape of the
function nu(u) is illustrated in Fig. 2.

It is more convenient here to use the scaled time variable x as the evolution
parameter, instead of the real time t or the drift length L. The functional dependence
of these three parameters is

L = v s t = v s x / o>o = ( 8S X I 2% ) x . (5)

Each particle j will move in the u-(J> phase plane along horizontal lines according to

<j)j(x) = -u; X + <j>j(O). For straight lines in the u-<j> plane, this transformation in time

implies a rotation. For example a line uj through the points (%,0) and (O,uo) at x=0

will have rotated to a vertical position at To=-<J>o/uo, SO the line can be written as

ui(<|>)=(<M)o)/'rO. The point (<|>i,Ui) where this line intersects the initial sinusoidal

velocity distribution at x=0, will at Xo have coordinates (<))o,Ui). The implicit relation

for the intersection point <|)j,

XoUBsin<|>i = <t)i-^o , (6)

can have 1,2 or 3 solutions for xo smaller man, equal to or larger than 1/UB,

respectively. If these solutions are l?beleu as 01, J2 ^nd <j>3 as in Fig. Ja, then at time XQ

the numbe- of particles N<j> within [-<j>o.<|>o] is>
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FIG. 4. Sinusoidal bunching without space charge. After different times t, the velocity-phase
distribution u(<|>), the density in phase n ^ ) and the number of panicles N^ within the interval Ht>,4>]
are shown in a, h and £, respectively. The curves in the three figures arc labeled with 1-6, indicating a
time x of 0,0.5,1, it/2, 3 and 4 times l/uB, respectively. The phase intervals in which different
percentages of particles are found is shown as a function of time in d..
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= (NtotM) { I4>x« - ( W - 'W ) } • (7)

The particles within fa sn^ §3 a t T=O already moved outside the interval [-^o^ol a t

time XQ, as is illustrated in Fig 3b. The line density n* as a function of $ at time x can be

found by differentiation of N§ with respect to <|>,

= (N,ot/rc) { d <h / d <|> - d <t>3 / d <)> + d <t>2 / d <|>)}

= (Ntot/Jt) {1 / (1 - T UB COS fa) -1 / (1 - X UB COS <J)2) +1 / (1 - T UB COS <t>3)} , (8)

which is coupled with the implicit equation (6).
We start now with a brief survey of the consequences of this analytical

description of the bunching process without space charge. This permits one to
examine later the contribution of space charge to the bunching process. In Fig. 4a the
evolution in time is shown of the distribution in longitudinal phase space u-<)>. The
initial sinus function transforms in a S-shaped curve. A characteristic time is
Tm=l/uB, when the first particles will cross the bunch centre, while at TB

=7I/(2UB)> the
fastest particles with u=uB crosses the centre. The density in phase ^((j)) is shown in
Fig. 4b. One observes, that from the initial homogeneous density a peak around the
centre <t>=0 builds up, of which the height goes to infinity at xm. From this moment we
have a double peaked distribution, where the two peaks move away from the centre as
time elapses. The number of particles within the interval [-<)),<))], e.g. the integral over
the density n^ in the interval [-<}»,<))], is denoted as N^ and is shown as a function of $ in
Fig. 4c. The evolution of N^ is more clearly seen in Fig. 4d, where the phase interval

for different percentages of particles is shown as a function of time.
From the point of view of the acceleration it is important to know the number of

particles inside the accelerator acceptance. The height of ATmax of the separatrix
determines the maximum allowable buncher voltage. Without longitudinal space
charge forces, the U-shaped velocity density nu(u), i.e. the energy spread, does not

change. The choosen synchronous phase <(>s for the accelerator determines A<j>max

(=3I<J>SI). For the MEQALAC-accelerator, which is design for (j)s=-36°, one finds that a

maximum of «75% of the particles could be accepted for x~2.2xxm.

C. Saw tooth bunching of ellipsoid in the presence of space charge

If space charge becomes important the analytical descriptition becomes difficult,
and one has to employ simple models to keep the problem analytically solvable. The
bunch is considered as a homogeneously filled, cylindrically symmetric ellipsoid in
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free space.2.3 The advantage of this model is that the potential Us inside the bunch can
be calculated exactly ,4'5

Us(r,z) = ( p / 2 e o ) { g + l /2( f - l ) r 2 - fz2} . (9)

The homogeneous space charge density is denoted as p. The functions f and g depend
on the transverse and longitudinal semi-axis of the ellipsoid, a and b, respectively. If
the excentricity e of the ellipsoid is defined as e = Vla2/b2-ll, then f and g are defined
as, *

a > b ; f=( a 2/b2) [e-arctane]/e3 , (10a)

a = b ; f=i/3 , (10b)

a < b ; f=(a2/b2) [In {( l+e)/( l-e)/ ' - i- c J & , (10c)

and

a > b ; g = a2 (arctane)/e , (lla)

a = b ; g = a2 , (lib)

a < b ; g = a2 [in {( l+ej / t l -e )} 1 / 2 ]^ , . (lie)

respectively. Because of the r2- and z2-dependence of the potential, the electric field
components E s r and E s z are linear functions of r and z, respectively, and are coupled
by the transverse and longitudinal bunch dimensions. During the bunching process the
total amount of charge Q in the bunch is a constant. The space charge density is
therefore a function of the dimensions of the ellipsoid,

p = 3/4 Q/(7ca2b) (12)

The potential energy of the bunch in the space charge field Ws can be calculated by
integrating the product 1/2 p Us over the ellipsoid,

Ws =buncJl/2pUsdV
= 3/8OQ2/(7ceo)[(5g-l-f)/b + f a 2 / b 3 ] . (13)

The longitudinal line density nz(z), that is the density function integrated over the
transverse plane, has a parabolical shape,
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nz = 3 / 4 Q / ( q b 3 ) { b 2 - z 2 } (14)

The longitudinal velocity distribution obtained by the buncher is assumed to have a
saw tooth shape, i.e. it is linear with respect to z with a concomitant emittance ez equal
to zero. This assumption essentially means that with this velocity distribution and the
linear space charge forces, the bunch will remain homogeneously filled. If the
velocity at the bunch edge z=b is denoted as b1, then the velocity z' in the bunch is
written as,

z'(z) = b ' z / b . (15)

The longitudinal kinetic energy of the particles in the bunch becomes,

Wk)2 = . J b nz 1/2 m z'2 dz = 1/10 m Q b'2 / q . (16)

The bunch travels through a periodic transverse focusing channel. In a "smooth"
approximation this can be looked upon as a channel with a constant focusing force
gradient,6 or in other words as a channel where the potential function Uf of the

focusing field is proportional with r2 : Uf(r) = 1/2 (m/q) (Of2 r2. The angular
frequency of the transverse harmonic oscillation, which the particles would perform
in the absence of space charge, is denoted as (Of. The energy Wf of the bunch in the
focusing field becomes,

Wf = bunch/ p Uf dV = 4/5 (m/q) Q C0f2 a2 . (17)

The bunch is assumed to be radially matched at the position of the buncher. In the
space charge dominated regime, i.e. the regime where the transverse emittance can be
neglected, this implies that the external focusing field exactly cancels the radial
defocusing component of the space charge force.6 This gives for the radial gradients
of the potentials Uf and Us (Eq. 9),

Ef = - (m/q) (0f2 r =

-Es>r = - ( 3 Q / 8 7 t e o ) { ( f o / b o 3 ) - ( l / a o 2 b o ) } r (18)

where ft = f(ao/bo), and ao and bo are the initial ellipsoid semi-axis. During the
bunching process, the radial space charge force increases and will induce a radial
mismatch of the beam. If the change in time of the radial defocusing force is small
compared to the characteristic time of the mismatch oscillation (adiabatic), the beam
will remain matched. This gives,

(19)
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FIG. 5. The bunch radius and density shown as a function of the ratio of bunch length and radius.
The bunch is assumed to remain radially matched during the bunching process. Therefore the radius a
as a function of the ratio of length b and a is completely determined by the intial ratio bo/ao, as is
shown in figure £. For example, for b</ao=5 one finds ao=l-5 (in arbitrary units), which leads to a

radius growth a (=a/ao) of =2 if the bunch length approaches 0, i.e. b/a-»0. The concomitant particle

density p is shown in b., and is seen to remain almost constant for b/a>l, while for smaller ratios it
increases rapidly.
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where f = f(a/b), and a and b are the ellipsoid semi-axis during the bunching
process.With the definitions <x=a/ao, 8=b/bo and Yo=bo/ao, Eq. (19) can be rewritten
as,

- l ) . (20)

With the initial condition for Yo> this is an implicit relation for the bunch radius

growth a as a function of the bunch length decrease 8, i.e. a=a(yQ,R), and
independent of the beam current, quadrupole voltage or buncher voltage. In Fig. 5a
the consequences of equation (20) for the bunch radius as a function of the ratio b/a is
shown. The charge density p is plotted in Fig. 5b as a function of b/a and it is seen to
remain almost constant for b/a>l, while for smaller ratios it increases rapidly. For
b/a>l this implies that the bunch can be looked upon as an incompressible fluid.

The initial kinetic energy donated by the rf-buncher cavity decreases during the
drift on the account of potential energy in the space charge and focusing field. If the
beam is assumed to remain radially matched, then there will be no contribution of the
transverse kinetic energy. Two distinct different bunch processes may occur: the
initial kinetic energy is large enough so that the particles in the bunch will cross the
bunch centre, or the kinetic energy is to small to overcome the space charge barrier.
In the latter case the bunch reaches a minimum bunch length b^n , after which it will
expand again and no particle will cross the bunch centre. A relation which determines
if the bunch will reach a bunch length of zero, is found by comparing the total energy
just behind ihe buncher with the total energy for a bunch length of zero. In the limit of
zero bunch length (b -»0) the values of Ws, U so, E s r and E s z remain finite. For the
same bunch radius a the following relations hold,

Ws(a,b->0) « 1.6Ws(b=a) , (21a)

USj0(a,b->0) « 1.6US)O(b=a) , (21b)

Es,z(a,b->0) - 3.0 Ez(b=a) , (21c)

ES)r(a,b->0) » 2.4 Er(b=a) . (21 d)

For initial realistic ratios of Yo>lO and for a bunch radius growth a=2, one can easily

show that the contributions of Ws(ao,bo), Wf(ao,bo)» and Wf(a,b—»0) are at least an

order of magnitude smaller than Ws(a,b—»0). Therefore one can settle for the

proportionallity of Ws(a,b-»0) with respect to Wk(bo')- This ratio yields,

Ws(a,b->0) / Wk(bo') = 3 q Q / ( 4 eo m a bo'2) = C x 2 (22)

where the parameter % is defined as,
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p . (23)

The angular frequency of the rf-field is <OQ. The plasma frequency for the initial

bunch is denoted as *0p and defined as C0p=V(q p / Co m) % is known from klystron
analysis as the parameter which shows the importance of the space charge for the
determination of the working regime.7'8'9 The parameter C in equation (22) depends
only on geometrical proportionallities as the bunch radius growth a and the initial
ratio of bunch length and radius Yo>

(24)

In practice the initial bunch length bo will have a fixed value prescibed by the beam
energy and the frequency of the rf-field. The initial radius ao depends on the current,
the applied focusing field and the bunch length. Equation (18) shows that for a given
focusing field and for bo/ao»l, the current I and ao of a matched beam scale as :

I °c ao2. As the space charge density p scales with 1/ao2, this implies that the plasma

frequency (Op, and therefore the space charge factor x shows no dependence on the
beam current. The parameter C however brings back the current dependence on the
bunching process in an indirect way. If for example the beam current Ii is nine times

the current Ij, then for the initial bunch radii aojand ao,2> o n e finds ao,l=3XaO,2> a n ^

therefore Yo,l=Yo,2/3- F° r a realistic ratio of yo,2 of 20, one finds with Fig. 5a that c*2

and <Xi yield approximately 3 and 2, respectively. As a result for the different values

for the geometry parameter one finds: Ci= 4.5xC2-

D. Multiparticle simulations

The PARMILA (P_hase And fiadial Motion In Linear Accelerators) program is a
multi-particle code, in which up to 5000 macro-particles can be used to simulate the
beam behaviour in transport and accelerator sections. We briefly discuss its essential
features. The particle trajectories are calculated in three dimensions, while the space
charge forces are calculated by solving the Poisson equation in two dimensions. When
only transverse space charge effects are taken into account, the Poisson equation is
solved in the x-y plane. When both transverse and longitudinal effects are present, it is
solved in the r-z plane. Furthermore the use of quadrupole elements, drift tubes and
rf-gaps is encorporated in the program.

For the calculation the program has to be supplied with the initial particle --
distribution in phase space. This implies, that for continuous beams the x-x' and y-y1 i
distribution have to be given, whereas for calculations on bunched beams also the
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initial AT-A<|) distribution has to be given . In principle the development of the particle
distribution up to any position along the beam line can be followed. The code takes the
physical dimensions of the channel radius into account. A particle is assumed to be lost
when it hits a boundary, e.g. a quadrupole element. In the longitudinal direction
periodic boundary conditions are used.

A unit "cell" is used in the PARMILA code. The n th cell is the area between the
middle of quadrupole (n-1) and the middle of quadrupole n. The results of a
simulation are obtained at the end of each cell, i.e. at the middle of the quadrupoles.
For the results of the simulations shown, the end of the 0 th cell is situated in the middle
of the buncher.

rri;mTi_

BE'MS auAOHUPOLE E.

\v+') F+li*)
<r N w' -JU

ID ; 75

+

-f

v+y v •

LOW ENERGY BEAM TRANSPORT SECTION

FIG. 6. Schematic drawing of the buncher and the quadrupole channel. All dimensions are in mm.
For details, see text.

I I I . EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A schematic drawing of the low energy beam transport (LEBT) section and of
the buncher gaps is shown in Fig. 6. The LEBT section contains 34 quadrupole singlet
lenses, that are arranged in a FODO-structure (focusing, drift, defocusing, drift,
etc.). The length of the electrodes is 10 mm. The drift length between successive
singlets is 7.5 mm. The channel radius is 3 mm. The two-gap buncher is placed in the
LEBT section in such a way, that the quadrupole symmetry is maintained; the two
buncher gaps, which have a width of 2 mm, are placed on opposite sides of the 12th

singlet lens. The buncher does not contain a grid. The buncher cavity is a capacitively
shortened A/4 resonator. The resonance frequency is 40 MHz, while its shunt
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FIG. 7. Simulation results for the phase intervals in which different percentages of particles are found
as a function of the driftlength. The total buncher voltage is 3.7 kV and the transverse zero-current
phase advance per cell is 60°. The results for injected beams of 0,1,7 and 12-mA are shown in a, b,
£ and d. respectively.
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impedance Rp and quality factor Q are 70 kQ and 300, respectively. This implies, that
a power of 40 W is needed for an individual gap voltage of 800 V. Effectively, it is
one-gap buncher which carries twice the voltage of a single gap. This is due to the
fact, that the 17.5-mm drift length between the gaps is too small to achieve a
significant bunch formation. For instance, at a gap voltage of 2 kV the particles which
are most accelerated or decelerated move over a distance of only 0.3 mm with respect
to the synchronous particle. We mention that simulations for a one-gap and a two-gap
buncher with the same total voltage show practically no difference in beam
characteristics. For that reason the term buncher voltage will indicate the total
voltage, i.e. the sum of the voltage in the two gaps. The injecied energy of the He+ ion
beam is 40 keV. The beam current in the experiment changes from 1 to 16 mA. In
principle four beams can be transported, bunched and accelerated in parallel, but for
the measurements discussed in this article only one beam is used.

The bunch length at the exit of the LEBT section, i.e.behind the 34th quadrupole
element, is measured with a 50 Q Faraday cup. This parameter is also measured
between the 23 th and 24th quadrupole lens, i.e. half way the total drift length. A so-
called phase probe is used at this position. The measurements are presented as the full
width half maximum (FWHM) value of the collected rf-signal. The bunch radius is
determined from the measured transverse emittance diagrams. The emittance
measuring device is discussed in Ref. 10.

IV. BUNCHING SIMULATIONS

In this section, the multi-particle code is used to simulate the bunching of high
current beams in the periodic quadrupole channel. The results from the simulations
are compared with the predictions of the zero-current model and the ellipsoidal
model of section II.B and C. The practical transformation formulas for the
experiment are: u=1.8xz [cm]= 3.14xn [cell number] and Tm=80/UB [kV]. The drift

length of the buncher upto the end of the quadrupole channel is 40 cm, which gives Tm

at that position a buncher voltage UB of 1.1 kV.
For the multi-particle bunching simulations the initial distribution F(x,y,vx,Vy,t)

of the injected beam in the two transverse planes of phase space are taken to be KV-
distributions, i.e a homogeneous density is assumed. Th- transverse zero-current
phase advance per focusing period Hot '

s varied from 26° to 114°, and the initial cw-
beam is properly radialy matched to the quadrupole channel. The simulations were
done for 40-keV He+ beams with currents of 1 to 16 mA with initial transverse
emittances ex and ey of 0 upto 15 % mm mrad. The total buncher voltage is changed
from 0.84 kV (10 W buncher power) to 5.3 kV (400 W buncher power). Ail
simulations are performed with the maximum 5000 macro-particles the code is able
to handle.
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FIG. 8. Simulation results for the bunch length as a function of drift length. The bunch length A(J) is
defined as the full width half maximum (FWHM) value of the density distribution in phase. The
results are derived from the same calculations which resulted in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 9. Simulation results for the energy spread as a function of drift length. The energy spread is
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TH. The results are derived from the same calculations which resulted in Fig. 6.
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has its maximum density. The injected currents are 1 and 12 mA. The buncher voltage is 3.7 kV and
the transverse zero-current phase advance per cell is 60°. For details, see text.
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For a total buncher voltage of 3.7 kV and a transverse zero-current phase
advance per cell is 60°, the phase intervals in which different percentages of particles
are found are shown as a function of the driftlength in Fig. 7. The injected current is
changed from 0 to 12 mA. For this buncher voltage, xm is associated with cell 7. If one
compares these results with Fig. 4d, the positions of the minimum phase intervals for
the different particle percentages appear after the same drift lengths; they seem
practically not to depend on the beam current. This observation is also confirmed by
equivalent simulations for other buncher voltages and transverse zero-current phase
advances per cell. The minimum width of the phase intervals is seen to depend on the
current. For 12 mA; the minima for 40 and 60% are a factor of 1.5 and 1.8 larger
than for 0 mA. However, with an acceptance phase window A ^ of 108° ((|>S=-36C),
still 60% of the particles are found within [-54°,54°] after 12-13 cells (x=1.8xTm), i.e.
three times that of an unbundled cw-beam. Determined from the same simulations,
the full width at hah7 the maximum of the density in phase A<j>fwhm is shown as a
function of drift length in Fig. 8. A distict minimum is seen at cell 8-10 (T=1.3xxm),
which again does not seem to depend on the current. Also the determined widths
themself show a minimal dependence on the amount of current, which is in contrast
with the observations on the density profile. The reason is found in the determination
of the fwhm, which becomes difficult if the distribution shows a two peak shape as
shown in Fig. 4b.

The energy spread AT/ATB as a function of the drift length is jiiown in Fig. 9.
Without longitudinal space charge forces, the energy spread remains constant. In the
presence of space charge the energy spread will decrease during the bunch formation,
because the kinetic energy decreases on account of the potential energy in the space
charge field. For the 12-mA beam the maximum energy spread is only 40% of the
initial buncher energy at cell 14 (T=2xtm), while for the 1 mA it is already 70%. The
position of the maximum energy decrease is seen not to depend on the current though.

As an example of the bunching process, the longitudinal phase space distribution
for the 1 and 12-mA beam at cell 9,15 and 21, is shown in Fig. 10. Compared with
Fig. 4a, the shape of the distribution for the 1-mA beam is disturbed by the space
charge forces. For the 12-mA beam, the particles are seen not to cross the bunch
centre; they are reflected by the space charge potential barrier. In the latter case, the
energy density distribution looses its original U-shape and transforms in a more
parabolic-type of distribution. The calculated space charge factor / for the involved
beams with a 3.7-kV buncher voltage yields =2.5. The difference in the bunching
process is explained by the geometry factor C, which for the 1-mA case is 5 times
smaller than for 12 mA.
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FIG. 11. The measured and calculated bunch length as a function of buncher voltage. The triangles
and squares indicate the length found behind the 34th and 23rd quadrupole element, respectively. The
closed symbols indicate the measured values, while the open symbols refer to the outcome of the
simulations. The results for injected current of 1 and 7-mA are shown in a and h, respectively. The
bunch length is defined as the FWHM-value. The transverse zero-current phase advance per cell is
60°.
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closed symbols indicate the measured values, while the open symbols refer to the outcome from the
simulations. The bunch length is defined as the FWHM-value. The buncher voltage and the
transverse zero-current phase advance per cell are 3.7 kV and 60°, respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Next, we compare the results of simulations with our measurements. The bunch
length is measured with a 50 Q faraday cup just behind the quadrupole channel (cell
23) and with a phase probe inbetween the 13* and 14th quadrupole behind the
buncher (cell 12). The bunch length is defined as the full width half maximum of the
measured signals. For a 1 and 7-mA injected beam, the bunch length is shown as a
function of the applied buncher voltage in Fig. l l a and b, respectively. The buncher
voltage is changed from 0.8 upto 5.2 kV. The results of the concomitant simulations
are plotted in the same figures. In Fig. 12 the measured and calculated bunch length
are shown as a function of the injected current. The current is varied from 1 upto 16
mA, while the buncher voltage is 3.7 kV. The results from the simulations show
somewhat smaller bunch lengths as those measured, but because of the before
mentioned difficulties in the determination of the fwhm-values, the agreement
between the measured and calculated values is reasonable, qualitatively as well as
quantitatively.

For a 10-mA beam the transverse emittance diagrams are measured behind the
quadrupole channel for different buncher excitations and shown in Fig. 13. The
measured transverse phase space distributions, and with that the bunch radii, are seen
to be practically identical for buncher voltages of 0, 2.1 and 3.7 kV. The results from
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FIG. 13. Emittance diagrams of a 10 mA beam, measured behi:..' .ne quadupole channel. The outer
solid lines indicate the contours whe-? the intensity' 10% of the maximum value. The solid lines
enclosing the shaded area represent iue 36.8% (1/e) contour. The dashed lines give the rms-ellipses
as deduced from the measured intensity distributions. For buncher voltages of 0,2.1 and 3.7 kV, the
emittance diagrams for the XZ and YZ planes are shown in a> h and c_, respectively. The transverse

zero-current phase advance per cell is 60°.
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middle of each succesive quadrupole are plotted. The injected current is 10 mA, the transverse zero-
current phase advance per cell is 60°, and the buncher voltage is 3.7 kV.
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the equivalent simulation for U B = 3.7 kV is given in Fig. 14, where the radial particle
density distribution as a function of drift length is shown. The beam envelopes in the
x-z and y-x plane are seen to increase upto a factor of ~2 in the vicinity where the
longitudinal particle density reaches its maximum, e.g. cell number 13. Behind this
maximum the particle density, and with that the envelopes, decrease again. At cell 23,
where the emittance diagrams are measured, the envelopes more or less obtained their
original values. This observation is consistent with the assumption in section n.C,
where the ellipsoid was assumed to remain radially matched.

VI. SUMMARY

If we compare the bunching process for different injected currents, the
following observations can be made. The drift lengths associated with a: the minimum
of the full width at half the maximum of the longitudinal particle density, b_: the
minimum of the phase interval for a certain percentage of particles, and c: the
minimum in the energy spread, occur at distinctly different positions. These positions
however, do not seem to be influenced by the amount of space charge. The value of
the space charge parameter % is not sufficient to determine if one has to deal with a
space charge dominated regime. It has to be multiplied with a geometry parameter C,
which depends on the initial bunch dimensions. The consequences of a space charge
dominated bunching process show up in a large decrease of the energy spread at the
position where the bunch reaches its maximum density. The particles are then
reflected by the space charge potential barrier and do not cross the bunch centre and
the initially U-shaped energy density function transforms into a single peak
distribution. The value for the minimum of the phase interval for a certain fraction of
particles increases. For the minimum of the fwhm of the Ion gitudinal particle density
this is not so clearly seen. This is related to the fact that the fwhm-criterion is less
valid for the density functions involved. The measured and calculated bunch length
show a reasonable agreement. During the forming of the bunch, the beam radius
increases. For bunching in a strong transverse-focusing channel, the growth of the
radius is determined by the initial ratic of bunch iength and radius. For realistic ratios
of 10 to 20, a growth in radius with a factor of 2-3 is predicted at the position where
the bunch reaches its maximum density.
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CHAPTER 6

MULTICHANNEL ACCELERATION OF
INTENSE, LOW ENERGY ION BEAMS WITH A MEQALAC

We present measurements on multichannel acceleration of intense, low-energy ion beams with a
dtiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelerator, The beam properties are investigated/or
Terent transverse and longitudinal focusing strengths, which can be adjusted independently in the
•elerator. A maximum He+ current of four times 2 mA has been accelerated from 40 keV to 115
Vwith an acceleration efficiency of 50%. The measurements and the computer simulations suggest
it the current is limited by transverse fields, whereas longitudinal fields are of minor influence. The
insmission measurements are compared with the smooth approximation. A good consistency is
tained when a filling factor of'60% is assumed for the channels. This reduction is related to
smatch and misalignment of the beams. The energy spread in the bunches is roughly three times
'. gapvoltage.

INTRODUCTION

Energetic particle beams with a high intensity are important for many fields of
lysics. Among those are diagnostics and possibly heating of fusion plasmas,1'^
odification of the surface properties of metals to increase their resistance against
ear and corrosion,^ and radiation processing of devices.4 Furthermore, there is an
creasing interest in implantation of energetic ions into semiconductors.5

It is advantageous to produce this type of beams with a radio frequency (rf)
:celerating field, instead of with an electrostatic (dc) field, because a MeV energy
in then be realized without the presence of a MV potential difference. This implies
at there are no MV-breakdowns and no backstreaming energetic electrons, so that a
tncrete wall to shield against radiation is superfluous. Furthermore, the maximum
irrent in an rf accelerator can be considerably larger than in a dc accelerator. In
any laboratories Cockcroft-Walton injectors are being replaced by rf devices for
is reason. A disadvantage of using an rf instead of a dc accelerating field is that the
ficiency with which generator power is converted into beam energy is inherently
nailer.

A well known low-p rf accelerator is the Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ).6

this device, four modulated metal rods or vanes are placed in a resonator cavity,
le rf power coupled into the resonator is converted into an electric field between the
ectrodes, which has both a transverse and a longitudinal component. These serve to
tunteract the defocusing action of the space charge forces and to accelerate the ions,
spectively. The RFQ is studied in many laboratories.7

A new concept for ion acceleration with an rf field has been introduced by
:aschke.8 In his so-called Multiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear
Ccelerator (MEQALAC), the ion beam is divided into a number of parallel
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FIG. 1. The MEQALAC concept. A (large) number of ion beams is injected into an if
gap/electrostatic quadrupole structure and accelerated. The arrangement of the quadrupole elements
makes it possible to stack many beams within a small area.

beamlets, which are simultaneously accelerated. A schematic of this concept is shown
in Fig. 1. The if voltages are applied to a (large) number of accelerating gaps. In each
gap a fixed amount of energy is gained by the particles. Electrostatic quadrupole
lenses are placed in the field-free drift regions between the gaps to provide radial
stability. Due to the use of electrostatic quadrupoles, the output energy is limited to a
value smaller than 1 MeV per nucleon. The total accelerated current can be increased
by increasing the number of channels.

The motivation to use a multichannel structure is straightforward. At a small
injection energy the length of the first cells in the accelerator has to be small, if it is
demanded that the accelerating field has a high frequency. The latter is required to
keep the total length of the accelerator short. At a small cell length, also the length of
the quadrupoles is small. Taking into account that a large channel diameter is needed
for acceleration of a high current, we conclude that the first lenses in the channel have
a large aspect ratio in a single channel device. It is then expected that the so-called
fringe fields at the extremities significantly reduce the accelerated current. The aspect
ratio decreases when the beam is divided into a (large) number of parallel beamlets,
and hence, the current increases.

The first MEQALAC was built by Maschke's group in 1979. With a 4-MHz
Wideroe configuration 9 parallel Xe+ ion beams were accelerated from 15 to 75 keV.
The channel diameter was 8 mm and the total time averaged current was 2.8 mA,
which is 85% of a theoretical estimate of the space charge limit.9 A design of a
rectangular 200-MHz resonator, which was to be excited in the TEioi mode, is

described by Keane and Brodowski.1^ it was meant to accelerate 4 beamlets of H" ions
with a total current of 10 mA from 40 to 750 keV with this resonator, which had a
total length of 63 cm. The diameter of each channel was as small as 3 mm. This caused
problems in matching the ion beams to the accelerator. Furthermore, a leakage of the
rf field into the drift regions was observed. The accelerated current was found to be
only a fraction of the design value.1*
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We decided to further investigate the MEQALAC principle with a modified
Interdigital-H-resonator (IH). The rf properties of the resonator have been discussed
in a recent paper.1 With our proof-of-principle experiment 4 He+ ion beams are
accelerated from 40 to 115 keV, at a resonance frequency of 40 MHz. In this paper,
we present measurements on ion acceleration. The key parameters for the
measurements are the transverse and longitudinal phase advances per cell, with which
the focusing strengths in the two planes are adjusted. The dependence of the beam
properties on these parameters is discussed.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we shall briefly review the theory of particle acceleration in linear
accelerators. For more information the reader is referred to Lapostolle and Septier13

and to Humphries14. We discuss the current limits of a periodic focusing channel,
which are derived in the frame of the "smooth approximation". At the end of the
section, the influence of the rf fields on the transverse motion of the particles is
investigated.

A. Acceleration with an rf field

A time-dependent electric field is present in the accelerating gaps of a linear
accelerator. This field points into the direction of propagation of the beam. It has the
correct (i.e. accelerating) polarity only during half a period of the rf wave. The
cavity employed in our experiment is an Interdigital-H-resonator. 15>16 This type of
resonator has a p*A/2 structure, which implies that successive gap? have an opposite
field polarity. The distance between the gaps has to match the particle velocity in such
a way that the phase of the rf field changes with 180° during the time it takes the
particles to travel this distance. They then feel an accelerating field in all gaps, but
only every second gap contains particles. If we define the distance between adjacent
gaps as L] this demand can be expressed as

LI = P X / 2 , (1)

where P is the ratio of the particle velocity v and the velocity of light c, and X is the
vacuum wavelength of the rf wave. At a constant resonance frequency the
longitudinal cell length Li has to be increased as the velocity increases. The so-called
synchronous particle enters all gaps at the same phase, the synchronous phase <j>s of the
rf field. This particle gains in each gap the energy

= qU0Ilcos<|>s, (2)
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where q is its charge, Uo is the maximum gap voltage and FI is the transit time factor.
This factor accounts for the geometry of the gaps, and for the fact that the rf field
changes during the time the particle is traveling through a gap. By definition,

dz / Uo, (3)

where E(z) denotes the electric field, which has an angular frequency coo- The transit
time factor can be approximated in terms of the cell dimensions.17 It is calculated to
increase from 0.95 (first cell) to 0.98 (last cell) in our accelerating structure. Hence,
transit time effects are of minor importance.

The synchronous particle has to enter a gap during those periods when the rf
field is positive and increasing in value. In that case, particles which are ahead of it are
accelerated less and particles lagging behind it are accelerated more. This way, a
stable bunch is formed. The bunch extends roughly from -<{>s to 2<)>s.

18 This implies
that an rf accelerator accepts only a fraction of a dc beam, namely those particles
which have a phase si> in the interval -<j>s«l)<2<!)s. A large synchronous phase is thus
favourable for increasing the longitudinal acceptance.

An increasing power P m leads to a shift of the (absolute) synchronous phase to a

higher value. This is related to the fact that, at a given cell length PV2, the energy

gain ATS of the synchronous particle is fixed. Increasing P m leads to a larger gap
voltage Uo and because ATS is a constant in Eq. (2), it is then established that cos<j)s
decreases. For a given accelerating structure, which is designed such that the
synchronous particle gains the energy q AU, <)>s depends on P m as,

<l>s = arccos(AU2/(RpPm))i/2, (4)

where Rp is the parallel resistance of the structure at the resonance frequency.

B. The space charge limited current

Our accelerator contains four periodic focusing channels, i.e. an array of
identical focusing cells. The elements in each cell exert forces on the particles such
that, averaged over the cell length, a net force remains, driving them back to their
equilibrium position. In the ideal case the strength of this force is linearly
proportional to the deviation from the equilibrium position on entering the cell.

In the transverse plane the focusing force is generated by electrostatic
quadrupoles in our experiment. These are arranged in a FODO structure: a particle
travelling through a channel is successively focused by a singlet lens (F), accelerated
in an rf gap (O), defocused by a singlet lens (D), accelerated in an rf gap (O), etc.^
Each transverse cell contains two quadrupole lenses and its length is Lt = 2Lj. The
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FIG. 2. The space charge limited current for the first cell of our MEQALAC as a function of the if
power P m and the corresponding synchronous phase <t>s. Results for transverse phase advances per
cell (iot= 43°, 60° or 84° are shown. For small values of P m the current is longitudinally limited
(filled circles), and for higher values it is transversely limited (open circles).

overall effect of many of those cells on the particle motion is an oscillation which has
two characteristic frequencies, namely a high-frequency oscillation with a period
equal to the cell length and a low-frequency oscillation with a period of many cell
lengths (not necessarily an integer number). The beam envelope, i.e. the beam radius,
only exhibits the high-frequency oscillation. In an (infinitely) long channel the
transport of the beam is stable when the envelope reaches a maximum value in the
center of the focusing plane and a minimum in the defocusing plane. Such a beam is
called matched. The low-frequency oscillation is characterized by a so-called phase
advance per cell |iot> which is defined such that the quantity 2jt/not gives the number
of cells a particle has to travel before it arrives at a radial position equal to its initial
position.

In the longitudinal plane the particles are focused by means of the rf field in the
gaps. In this plane a FOFO structure is present, i.e. the particles are focused in a gap
(F), travel through a drift space (O), are focused in a gap (F). travel through a drift
space (O), etc. In analogy to the transverse oscillation the longitudinal oscillation is
characterized by a phase advance per cell \IQ\.

In the thin-lens approximation not is described by the relation20
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where the quadrupole voltage is denoted as Uq, the channel radius as aq, the length of
the quadrupole elements as 1, and the drift length in between successive singlet lenses
as dq. Furthermore, JJOI is given by the relation20

HOl = (q(OoEondsin(l)s/mc3p3)l/2(i + (L 1 -d ) /d ) l / 2 . (6)

where m is the mass of the ions and d is the gap width.
So far, we have not included space charge, which quantity decreases the external

electric fields. Besides that, it couples the motion in the different planes. The latter
makes it difficult to describe the particle motion analytically. For that reason the
theory discussed further on is only valid when this coupling is not too strong. This is
the case when the modulation of the beam envelope is small. One can then assume the
bunches to be cylindrically symmetric ellipsoids. If it is further assumed that the
particles are homogeneously distributed, space charge has the same effect as an ideal
defocusing lens. Since the focusing force is reduced, also the phase advance per cell in
the presence of space charge is reduced to a value |li ̂  < lkil,V

Reiser20,21 and Maschke22 showed that under the assumption that the bunches
are axially symmetric ellipsoids with a homogeneous density, which are matched
perfectly in the transverse as well as in the longitudinal plane, an approximate
solution can be derived for the limiting current in a periodic channel. With the so-
called smooth approximation it was derived that the maximum current I is either
limited in the transverse or in the longitudinal plane. The limiting currents It and I]

scale with the normalized particle velocity |5, the zero-current phase advance per cell
HQ, the unnormalized zero-current acceptance a, the cell length L and the mean
transverse and longitudinal semi-axes am and b m of the ellipsoids as,

It = I o P 3 ( W ) t a t / 4 L t ) ( 2 / ( l - a m / 3 b m ) ) e t (7)

and

Il = I 0 P 3 (M{) i a i / 4L i ) (3a m / b i n ) e i . (8)

The subscripts t and 1 refer to the transverse and the longitudinal dimension,
respectively. Io = 3.1xlO?A/Z [A] is a constant, which depends on the mass number
A and the charge state Z of the ions. Reiser derived the following relations for am and

am = ( 1-0.38Mot )l/2a , (9)
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(10)

where pot a n (i M01are expressed in radians and a is the maximum beam radius.2^
Furthermore, Reiser derived for the transverse and longitudinal acceptance of the
channel,

(11)

and

2 (12)

In Eqs. (7) and (8) the factor 8 represents the ratio of the space charge force and the
applied focusing force, which is equal to the ratio of the beam emittance e and the
acceptance a,20

0t , l=l - (W,t /Mol , t ) 2 = l - ( £ l , t / a i , t ) 2 - (13)

Eqs. (7) and (8) give limiting values for the peak currents. The time-averaged
currents are obtained by multiplying Ii and It with a factor 4 bm/Q L{). We remark
that at a constant value for the ratio aq/L the limiting current is independent of the
channel radius an, where the upper limit of aq/L is determined by the influence of the
fringe fields at the extremities of the quadrupoles. This implies that the current
density can be increased by decreasing aq. For an increase of the total current, the
number of channels has to be increased.

The limiting current per channel is shown in Fig. 2 for the first cell of our
accelerator as a function of the rf power P m and the corresponding synchronous
phase (J)s, for different values of Hot- The calculations are done for 40-keV He+ ions,
which corresponds to a cell length PX/2 of 1.75 cm at a resonance frequency of
40 MHz. The energy gain ATS in the first gap is taken equal to 3.7 keV. The
transverse and longitudinal emittances, ê  = 25 it mm mrad and ei = 50 n mm mrad,
are obtained from measurements. The calculations are performed for an effective
quadrupole length 1 of 13 mm. The maximum beam radius a is assumed to be 60% of
the channel radius, i.e. 1.8 mm. This value is obtained from multi-particle
simulations, which will be discussed in Sec. IV.

The phase acceptance, i.e. the fraction of the beam which is accepted and stably
accelerated, is proportional to the synchronous phase. Therefore, the current is
longitudinally limited for small values of the rf power (filled circles). An increasing
power corresponds to an increasing synchronous phase l<j)sl, i.e. to an increasing
longitudinal acceptance. In our experiment the synchronous phase changes from -10°
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to -40° when P m is increased from 400 W to 600 W. It is seen in Fig. 2 that the
current increases strongly in this power range. Above a certain value of P m the
radially defocusing space charge forces become dominant and determine the limiting
current (open circles), which is lower for smaller values of uot«

We remarK chat in this model the transversely limited current increases from the
first to the last cell due to the increasing particle velocity, whereas the longitudinally
limited current is cell independent at a constant synchronous phase. For instance, the
transversely limited current is calculated to be 1.4 mA in the first cell, at a transverse
phase advance Hot = 60° and a synchronous phase <1>S = -35°. For mis set of parameters
the longitudinally and the transversely limited current are equal. For the last cell, a
transversely limited current of 1.7 mA is calculated, where we assumed that Gjj is
constant during acceleration (i.e. that emittance growth is negligible).

C. (De)focusing forces in the rf gaps

In general, particles which are travelling from a region with longitudinal field
El to a region with field E2 experience a radial force. This is due to the fact that, in
the absence of space charge, the divergence of any electric field must be zero. A
change in longitudinal field strength is therefore always accompanied by a change in
radial field strength. The focal length f of such a Calbick lens is,23

f = 4 T / ( E 2 - E i ) , (14)

where T is the particle energy in eV.
In an accelerating gap an electric field E(z) with amplitude EQ and time-

dependence cos(oogt + <j>) is present. Outside the gap the field is zero. By definition, a
particle with a phase <|> with respect to the rf field is at the center of the gap at t=0. As a
consequence, on entering the gap a particle sees a positive lens with focal length fj,

(15)

whereas on leaving it sees a negative lens with focal length fe,

(16)

The time on which a particle enters a gap is denoted as t = tj and the time on which it
leaves as t = t^ Furthermore, Tj and T e are the energy on entering and leaving. These
parameters are related as

T e - Tj ~ EQ d cos <]> . (17)
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FIG. 3. The reciprocal focal length l/fg of the first rf gap as a function of the phase of a 40-keV

He+-particle with respect to the rf field. The gap voltage amplitude is taken equal to 4.8 kV (broken
line) or 7.4 kV (solid line).

In the thin-lens approximation, the focal length of an rf gap follows from

l/fg = 1/fi+l/fe = ( EQ / 4 ) [ cos( coo ti + <|)) / Tj - cos( coo te + <))) / T e ] (18)

The field in a linear accelerator increases while a bunch travels through a gap. This is
required to obtain longitudinal stability. Thus, the quantity cos(coote + <j))/Te is in

general larger than the quantity cos(«otj + <t>)/Tj and consequently, an rf gap is always
defocusing if the energy gain is small with respect to the particle energy, i.e. when
Ti = T e .2 4 This is the actual situation in most linear accelerators. However, in low-p
accelerators, such as our MEQALAC, the relative change in particle energy is
considerable in the first few gaps so that it cannot be concluded on forehand that the rf
gaps are defocusing.

Eq. (18) shows that the quantityll/fgl decreases strongly from the beginning to
the end of the accelerating structure (because of the increase in T) so that the
transverse effects are strongest in the first gap. In Fig. 3 l/fg is shown for the first gap

of our structure as a function of the phase <j). The broken and solid lines refer to gap
voltages of 4.8 and 7.4 kV, respectively. The corresponding synchronous phases are -
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40° and -60°. A particle which is at ty = 0 at the centre of the gap experiences the
maximum accelerating voltage. It is seen in the figure that ll/fglis smaller than 5 m"1

for particles with a phase between -50° and 0°. The strongest defocusing force acts on
particles with a phase around -90°. Particles with a phase in the range from 0° to 60°
are focused. The strength of the (de)focusing forces increases with increasing
maximum gap voltage.

The influence of the (de)focusing effect can be estimated by comparing fg with
the focal length fq of half a quadrupole doublet, which can be calculated from the
transfer matrices for the various sections of the doublet.19 Only half a doublet is
considered because each quadrupole is "shared" by two adjacent rf gaps. For
quadrupole voltages U q = 1.75,2.4, or 3.4 kV we obtain 1/fq = 13.8, 29.0, or
58.0 tar1. This implies that at a large gap voltage and a small quadrupole voltage the
transverse particle oscillation is strongly influenced by the rf field.

D. Multiparticle code simulation

We dicussed analytical approximations for the space charge limited current. For
the following reasons it is useful to verify these approximations with numerical
simulations of the particle trajectories. First, in the smooth approximation the
position-dependent focusing forces are replaced by average values. This method is
inaccurate for large focusing fields. Second, the phase-dependent (de)focusing forces
of the rf gaps are not incorporated. Third, the bunches are assumed to be ellipsoids
with a homogeneous distribution, whereas in a real bunch the distribution varies
during acceleration. Furthermore, the coupling of the transverse and the longitudinal
motion due to space charge is not taken into account. All these effects can be simulated
with the multi-particle code PARMILA. In this code, the trajectories of so-called
macro-particles are calculated in 3 dimensions. The space charge distribution is
assumed to be radially symmetric. The code takes the physical dimensions of the
channel radius into account: a particle is assumed to be lost when it hits a boundary.
Our simulations are performed with 3000 macro-particles. We have found that
increasing this number from 3000 to 5000 changes the results only with a few
percent. These results are discussed in Sec. IV.

HI. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A schematic view of the MEQALAC experiment is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of
a bucket-type ion source with a 40-kV extraction system, a Low Energy Beam
Transport (LEBT) section and the MEQALAC section. Four He+ ion beams are
extracted from the source. The LEBT section transports the ions from the high-
pressure ion source region to the low-pressure rf acceleration section. Furthermore,
it provides a drift length for the buncher. The latter device is used to match the
longitudinal emittance of the beams to the acceptance of the accelerator cavity. The
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FIG. 4. The experimental set-up. For details, see text.

four channels, which each contain 34 singlet lenses, have a FODO structure. The
quadrupole length is 10 mm and the drift length in between neighbouring quadrupoles
is 7.5 mm. All lenses carry the same (absolute) potential excepted for the first five.
These are biased independently and serve to match the orientation of the transverse
emittance ellipses of the extracted beams to the acceptance of the channels. The 40-
MHz, two-gap buncher consists of a capacitively shortened A/4 resonator. The two
gaps are at 17.5 mm distance. A quadrupole singlet lens is situated in between them, in
order to continue the periodicity of the LEBT section. The parallel resistance of the
buncher cavity amounts to 70 kQ. The drift length from the buncher up to the end of
the LEBT section is 35 cm.

A schematic of the MEQALAC cavity is shown in Fig. 5. This is a modified
Interdigital-H-resonator, in which the bunches are accelerated from 40 to 115 keV at
a resonance frequency of 40 MHz. It has been described in detail in Ref. 12. We shall
briefly recall the essential features. Two hollow rectangular boxes (1,2) which carry
a meander-like structure (3,4) are mounted on opposite sides of a cylinder. The
meanders face each other to form the accelerating gaps. The cavity length and
diameter are 65 and 40 cm, respectively. The aperture diameter of the quadrupoles is
6 mm, whereas the bore diameter in the meander structure is 5 mm. The quadrupole
lenses are placed inside the meanders, where they are effectively shielded from the rf
field. An inductive loop, which is mounted on the wall, couples rf power into the
cavity. This loop can be rotated to vary the strength of the coupling. A similar loop
provides a monitor signal for the calibration of the resonator field. When the
fundamental mode TEj \ \ is excited, the rf magnetic field flows around the boxes and
provides a strong coupling of the cells. Because it must have space to turn around, the
end plates (5,6) closing the resonator are located at 10 cm distance from the entrance
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FIG. 5. (a) The MEQALAC resonator. The if magnetic field flows around the support boxes as
indicated, inducing an azimuthal current I. This leads to a z-oriented, time-dependent electric field in
the gaps, (b) View of the interior of the cavity; 1,2: support boxes; 3,4: meanders, which form the
accelerating gaps; 5,6: endplates, closing the cavity at 10 cm distance from the entrance and exit side
of the structure; 7,8: Two inserts, which shield the beams against the rf field. These are not shown
in (a).
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and exit side cf the boxes. The beams enter and leave the resonator through two
inserts (7,8), which allow them to propagate in a field free space up to the first
accelerating gap and from the last gap onwards. The distribution of the gap voltages is
flat within 7% along the meander structure. The parallel resistance Rp is 17 M,, at an
unloaded quality factor of 2000.12

The resonator is mounted in a separate vacuum chamber. The inside of the
support boxes is open with respect to the region outside the cavity. This allows for
adequate pumping of the quadrupole area. Through the open ends water cooling and
also the electrical leads feeding die quadrupoles are brought into the meanders. The
cavity is connected to a 40-MHz, 4-kW generator. The accelerating structure and
their supports are water cooled. After conditioning the resonator, a continuous v/ave
(cw) power of 4 kW -which is equivalent to a gap voltage of 12 kV- can be coupled
into it without problems. The coupling loop is adjusted in such a way, that the standing
wave ratio is smaller than -30 dB.

Our measurements are carried out with the following diagnostic equipment. The
total time-averaged current at the exit of the accelerator is measured with a Faraday
cup. For the determination of the bunch shape and length a 50-fl Faraday cup is used.
The energy distribution is measured with a magnetic analyser. This device cannot be
placed directly behind the last gap due to experimental constraints. Therefore, a so-
called High Energy Beam Transport (HEBT) section is employed to transport the ions
over a distance of 20 cm from the last gap to the analyser. This HEBT section consists
of 7 quadrupole singlet lenses, which are arranged in the same way as in the LEBT
section. The length of the quadrupoles is 17 mm and the distance between
neighbouring lenses is 12.3 mm. They are biased at the same voltage as the
quadrupoles in the MEQALAC section. With this approach the transverse phase
advances per cell in the MEQALAC and in the HEBT section are equal for particles
with an exit energy of 115 keV.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results on ion acceleration are presented in this section. The
measurements are done with injected currents ranging from 0.8 to 8 mA per channel.
The quadrupole voltage is varied between 1.75 and 4.0 kV. The corresponding
transverse phase advance per cell (lot varies from 43° to 114°. The resonator is
excited with an if power P m ranging from 0 to 1600 W. This power is only used to
build up the if voltage, and not to accelerate the ions. Additional power has to be
coupled into the cavity to achieve this. The corresponding synchronous phase <|)s is 0°
at P m = 360 W and -63° at P m = 1600 W. The buncher power is varied from 0 to 400
W. The phase difference between the buncher and the accelerator field is adjusted
with an electronical regulation system, which also keeps the gap voltages in the
buncher and in the accelerating cavity at a constant value. This way, the beam loading
of the cavities is compensated.
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The injected current is determined from transmission measurements done on the
LEBT section.25 We shall briefly recall these results. The output current was found to
rise with increasing £% for {% < 90°, and to decrease with increasing UQt for
Hot > 90°. The current has its maximum value for 60° < \IQI < 90°, which is higher at
a higher value of the injected current. A transmission of 100% has been obtained for
injected currents smaller than 7 mA.

The transport of bunched beams through the LEBT section is described in Ref.
26. These measurements show that dc beams with a current smaller than 2 mA can be
bunched to one fifth of the cell length, at a buncher power of 60 W . This implies that
most particles are in a phase interval A<)> of 70° at the end of the LEBT section. For
larger currents (4-10 mA per channel), the mutual repulsion of the particles causes
the bunch length to be at least 2-3 times larger. Only a small decrease is obtained when
the buncher voltage is increased. The transmission of the LEBT section decreases
with a small amount of at most 10% when the buncher is excited.

The following measurements on the MEQALAC section are carried out with a
single channel only. In Fig. 6 the current measured at the exit of the accelerator is
shown as a function of the rf power coupled into it, for three values of the transverse
phase advance per cell. The injected current is 0.8 mA for Fig. 6a and 6.4 mA for Fig.
6b. The buncher is not excited. It is seen in Fig. 6 that for UQ = 43° the highest current
is measured when the resonator is not excited. This current decreases with increasing
power. At jiQt = 60° > no current is measured for P m = 0 W, but already for P m = 100
W a measurable exit current is obtained. This current increases with increasing
power. When Hot is increased to 84°, particles are transmitted only for rf powers
larger than 200 W. The current increases strongly with P m for 200 W < P m < 700 W.
In the range 700 W < P m < 1600 W it stays roughly constant.

The influence of the buncher is shown in Fig. 7. Again, the current measured at
the exit of a single channel of the accelerator is shown as a function of the if power.
The current measured when the buncher is not excited is compared with results at an
excitation of 60 and 200 W, which corresponds to a buncher voltage of 2 and 3.75 kV,
respectively. The injected current is 0.8 mA in Fig. 7a and 6.4 mA in Fig. 7b. In Fig.
7a the current increases with a factor of two when the buncher is excited with 60 W. A
further increase to 200 W has less effect. In sharp contrast to Fig. 7a, it is seen in Fig.
7b that the buncher hardly has any influence for an injected current of 6.4 mA. Only a
negligible increase of the exit current is achieved when the buncher is excited.

The transmission, i.e. the ratio of exit and injected current, is shown in Fig. 8 as
a function of the injected current I m , for different values of the transverse phase
advance per cell m>f The resonator and buncher power are kept constant at 1000 W
and 200 W, respectively. It is seen that the transmission decreases with increasing
injected current. For a given value of I m it increases with increasing jtiot for values

below 90° and stays roughly constant when Hot increases further. A similar behaviour
has been obtained with cw beams in the LEBT section. The latter is probably related
to the occurance of parametric instabilities.27
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FIG. 8. The transmission as a function of the injected current for different values of Hot- The buncher
and the resonator are excited with 200W and 1000 W, respectively, for all measurements. The lines
denote the solution of Eqs. (7) and (8).
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FIG. 9. The bunch length as a function of the rf power P m and the corresponding synchronous phase
<(>s for different transverse phase advance per cell Hot and injected currents Ijn. The buncher is excited
with a power Pf,. Open circles: Hot = 43°, lin = 1 0 mA> pb = ° w ^ f i l l e d circles: Hot = 60°> Jin = 1 2

mA, Pb = 0 W; open squares: Hot = 60°, Ijn = 8.0 mA, Pb = 0 W; filled squares: Hot = 6°°' *in = * • *
mA, Pb = 100 W; open triangles: Hot = 103°, Ijn = 0.8 mA, P b = 100 W; filled triangles: Hot = 114°,
Ijn = 4.4 mA, Pb = 100 W. The line gives the result of a first-order approximation in which space
charge effects are neglected.
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The maximum accelerated current of 2.2 mA is obtained for an input current of
6 mA. The maximum transmission of 65% is obtained for a (small) injected current
of 1 mA and a Hot larger than 60°. The buncher has to be excited with 60 W to achieve
this. In all cases, the current accelerated through four parallel channels is within 20%
equal to four times the value which is obtained with one channel. We think that the
20% discrepancy has to be attributed to mechanical misalignment. Note that in a
multichannel structure the problem of alignment is enhanced, because the individual
quadrupole elements are part of several channels. At a current of four times 2 mA the
acceleration efficiency (ratio of power given to the beam and total rf power) amounts
to 50%.

Next, we describe measurements on the bunch length and energy distribution of
the accelerated particles. For measurements of the bunch length, a 50-£2 Faraday cup
is placed 5 mm behind the last acceleration gap. The bunch shape is monitored with a
real-time oscilloscope. The bunch length is determined via an Abel transformation of
the FWHM value, under the assumption of an ellipsoid with a homogeneous particle
distribution. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The minimum bunch length is measured
at a power in the range between 600 and 800 W. There is no clear dependence on the
transverse phase advance per cell or on the injected current, but there are some
indications that shorter bunches are obtained at a higher focusing strength, i.e. at a
higher Hot-

For the determination of the energy distribution the HEBT section is used to
transport the ions from the last gap to the analyser. This section is found to have a
transmission smaller than 100%. The transmitted current is almost zero for P m

smaller than 400 W, at all investigated values of Hot- At a larger power, a
transmission of at least 80% is measured. In Fig. 10 the energy distribution for an
injected 0.8 mA beam is shown for four different values of the rf power. The buncher
is not excited. Measurements done with buncher excitation show no difference in the
distributions. Similar results as in Fig. 10 are obtained at larger injected currents. The
distributions are more or less centered around the design energy of 115 keV and the
energy spread increases with increasing power. This is also seen in Fig. 11 where the
maximum energy spread, (i.e. the difference between the smallest and the largest
measured particle energy), is shown as a function of the rf power, for different values
of pot and for two different exit currents. For P m = 600 W it is of the order of 20
keV.

V. DISCUSSION

At first we discuss the transmission measurements. For the simulation of the
experiment with the PARMILA code, the particle trajectories are traced from the
first quadrupole of the LEBT section to the end of the accelerator. First calculations
were done for a perfectly aligned channel. It was found that the transmitted current is
almost two times higher than the measured values for injected currents larger than 4
mA. With decreasing I m the discrepancy becomes smaller. If misalignment is
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incorporated in the code, i.e. if the beam is assumed to be not exactly parallel with the
channel axis, we find that the current is reduced. Roughly the same current as
measured is obtained for all injected currents if the beam is injected under an angle of
30 mrad and with a displacement of 0.1 mm to the centre of the channel, which is the
estimated accuracy in alignment between the extraction system and the quadrupole
channel.

A typical result of a simulation, which is obtained at a position 5 mm behind the
last gap of the accelerator, is shown in Fig. 12 for an injected 12-mA beam. In this
example the current at the entrance of the accelerator amounts to 6.5 mA and the exit
current amounts to 2.4 mA. In the figure the coordinates of the transmitted particles
are plotted in the different phase planes. In (a) and (b) the transverse phase planes x,x'
and y,y' are shown. In (c) the particle coordinates in the x,y-plane are given. In (d)
the longitudinal phase plane is shown. A<j> denotes the phase distance to the
synchronous particle and AT/TS is the ratio of the particle energy and the energy of
the synchronous particle. The lines indicate the rms ellipses, which are calculated
from the distributions. From Fig. 12c the rms-radius r of the transmitted beam is
determined to be 1.5 mm. The realistic beam radius is somewhat larger. We find that
r is always smaller than 2.0 mm for all simulations. Similar results have been obtained
with transport of cw beams in the LEBT section.28 We attribute this reduction of the
maximum beam radius to the fact that the beam oscillates around the channel axis due
to mismatch and misalignment. Furthermore, it was shown that the amplitude of this
oscillation for typical values of mismatch and misalignment is of the order of 30% of
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(Pm = 600 W), respectively. In (a) and (b) the transverse phase planes x,x' and y,y* are shown and
in (c) and (d) the particle coordinates in the x,y-plane and in the longitudinal phase plane are shown.
A<{> denotes the phase distance to the synchronous particle, and AT/T is the ratio of the particle energy
and the energy of the synchronous particle.

the channel radius. Therefore, we assumed a maximum beam radius of 60% for the
calculation of the limiting current in Fig. 2.

It is shown in Fig. 2 that the calculated current limit depends on the if power P m

and the transverse phase advance per cell |^)f The current is always transversely

limited for P m > 600 W. Comparing the results for not = 60° and 84° in Fig. 6b

(Ijn = 6.4 mA) with Fig. 2, we find a reasonable correspondance. However, in Fig. 2

the limiting current slightly increases with increasing power for P m > 800 W,

whereas the measured exit current slightly decreases. This is probably related to the

fact that at a higher power level, i.e. at a higher gap voltage, the energy spread in the
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bunch increases. Furthermore, the (de)focusing field in the rf gaps increases with
increasing gap voltage. These effects lead to higher losses.

A remarkable observation in Fig. 6 is that for Uot = 43° the highest current is
measured when the resonator is not excited. However, in this case the particles cannot
be accelerated. This implies that they have travelled through a non-periodic transport
section, since their velocity is not matched to the increasing quadrupole length. They
therefore feel a higher average focusing strength than the accelerated particles. As a
consequence, their effective transverse phase advance per cell is higher than the value
given in Fig. 6. This leads to an increased transmission as long as the former value is
smaller than 90°. We expect that this is the case only for Hot = 43° and 60°, if
P m < 500 W.

In Fig. 6a the injected current is 0.8 mA. This value is smaller than the
theoretical limiting current for jiot > 43° and P m > 600 W, so that we expect the exit
current is limited by the injected current in this regime. This view is confirmed by
Fig. 7a. For a small injected current it is seen that the exit current increases with
roughly a factor of two when the buncher is excited. This implies that the buncher
efficiency, which is defined as the fraction of the dc beam which is bunched to a length
which fits in the phase acceptance of the accelerator, is of the order of 50%.

hi contrast to the results in Fig. 7a, it is seen in Fig. 7b that the buncher has little
influence for an injected current of 6.4 mA. If we assume a maximum bunch radius of
1.8 mm (i.e., 60% of the channel radius), the calculated transversely limited current
is of the order of 2 mA (see Fig. 2). At a synchronous phase of -40° (P m = 600 W) the

phase acceptance of the accelerator is roughly 120°, i.e. 1/3 of a cw beam is accepted.
This implies that for an injected cw current of 6 mA the transverse space-charge limit
is reached. Thus, the buncher cannot have any influence on the transmitted current.
This explanation is supported by measurements with higher injected currents. Also
for an injected 8-mA beam an exit current of 2 mA has been obtained.

Our current measurements are summarized in Fig. 8, where the transmission,
i.e. the ratio of exit and injected current, is shown as a function of the injected
current. The broken lines give the transmission which is calculated with Eqs. (7) and
(8). We conclude from the figure that the measured transmission is in agreement with
this theory for larger values of the injected current. The discrepancy for smaller
values of lm is related to the buncher efficiency. The product of the latter parameter
and the injected current gives the amount of particles in the accelerator acceptance. In
the case of small injected currents it is smaller than the limiting current, which leads
to the observed discrepancy. We further remark that a matching of the beam in the
longitudinal plane requires that the bunch length as well as the energy spread in the
bunch is independently adjustable, hi our experiment only one of the two parameters
is free, because the distance between the buncher and the accelerator is fixed. This
implies that the beams have a certain mismatch in the longitudinal plane which is not
taken into account in our analytical model.

From the simulations it is deduced that most particle losses occur in the first 8
cells of the accelerator. We relate these losses to two effects. First, a certain part of
the particles is not in the phase range which is accepted by the accelerator. Second, the
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injected beam is longitudinally compressed by the accelerating field. Thereby the
radial space charge forces ate increased. Both effects result in particle losses. The
simulations show that smaller losses occur in the subsequent 12 cells. This is due to the
fact that those particles which are close to the limit of the longitudinal acceptance
experience an accelerating field which is too small for stable acceleration, but strong
enough for a travel through a number of cells, before the energy deviation becomes
too large.

From the simulations we also determined [i^ which is a measure for the
transverse action of the space charge. It is found that Hotis depressed by roughly 50%

at a current of 2 mA, for example at not = 60° to |Xt = 30°. Due to the fact that in all
cases particle losses occur during acceleration, it is difficult to give a value for the
emittance growth, which is the ratio of the emittances at the entrance and at the exit of
the accelerator. However, the simulations suggest that for injected currents smaller
than 2 mA and Hot < 90°, the emittance growth is smaller than 1.5, whereas for larger
injected currents a growth factor up to 2.S is obtained.

Next, we discuss the measurements on the longitudinal properties of the bunch. It
is seen in Fig. 12d that most particles are in a phase range from -60° to 30°. Note that
particles which are lagging behind the synchronous particle have a positive phase
deviation in the code. The figure suggests that the bunch formation is not really
completed: a small amount of particles is outside the acceptance 3 <j>s. This is due to
the fact that the particles perform only half (<j>s = -20°) to one (<J>S = -50°)
longitudinal oscillation around the synchronous particle during acceleration.

The longitudinal focusing force is described with Hoi (see Eq. (6)), which

parameter decreases along the accelerating structure with 1/p. For a synchronous
phase <j>s = -40°, Hoi is 20° in the first and 12° in the last gap. Due to the longitudinal
space charge those values are somewhat smaller. From simulations we deduced that
the depression of |Jol is only a few percent. This implies that the influence of the
longitudinal space charge forces is weak.

In Fig. 9 it is seen that the minimum bunch length is obtained for a power in the
range between 600 and 800 W. For smaller and larger values of P m the length
increases. The dotted line is obtained from Eq. (10) for a bunch length of 2 bm, which
increases with increasing power. In contrast to this, we measure an increasing bunch
length with decreasing power in the range P m < 600 W. This can be understood, if it
is realized that for small values of P m particles are present which do not have the
design energy. These particles are not in phase with the bunch and lead to an apparent
increase in length. For larger values of Hot their amount is smaller. This results in a
somewhat shorter bunch length, as observed in Fig. 9. The increase for larger powers
is related to the increasing longitudinal acceptance and is consistent with our model.

The HEBT section is found to have a transmission smaller than 100%. The
current is almost zero for P m smaller than 400 W, at all investigated values of Hot-
This can be explained by the fact that the "average focusing strength" for particles
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which are not accelerated to the design energy is too large for transport through the
accelerator and the HEBT section. It is therefore not possible to detect all particle
energies in the power range where a simultaneous presence of accelerated and non-
accelerated particles is expected (see Fig.7). A typical energy distribution, as shown
in Fig. 10, shows two or three peaks. The dotted lines indicate the simulation results.
It is seen that for P m = 400 or 600 W a good agreement is obtained, whereas for P m >
600 W the shapes of the distributions differ. For this calculation the HEBT section is
incorporated in the PARMILA code. It is shown in Fig. 11 that the maximum energy
spread in the bunch can even be explained with a simple "one dimensional" analysis, in
which only longitudinal fields are taken into account and space charge effects are
neglected. The results are indicated by the solid line. We measured that the energy
spread increases with increasing power as expected. It is of the order of three times
the gap voltage. These large values are caused by the fact that the energy gain per gap
compared to the initial energy is large. A smaller energy spread at the same exit
energy would require a longer structure with a larger number of gaps.

V. CONCLUSIONS

With the MEQALAC concept it is possible to accelerate intense beams at a low
energy. A maximum He+ current of four times 2 mA has been accelerated from 40
keV to 115 keV through an array of four channels, of which each have a radius of
3 mm. The acceleration efficiency amounts to 50%. The current is limited in the
transverse plane. The longitudinal bunch properties as length and energy spread can
be explained by an analysis in which space charge effects are neglected. Highest
currents are obtained for a transverse phase advance per cell jiot = 84° and a
synchronous phase §s ~ -50° (P m = 800 W). A further decrease of tys, which
corresponds to an increase of P m , does not lead to a higher transmission. This is

probably due to the increasing energy spread in the bunch and the increasing
(de)focusing forces of the rf gaps.

A large exit current requires a large injected current. The maximum accelerated
current of 2.2 mA is obtained for an input current of 6 mA. The maximum
transmission of 65% is obtained for a small injected current of 1 mA and a £% larger

than 60°. The buncher has to be excited to achieve this.
The transmission measurements can be explained with the smooth aproximation,

if (as a rule of thumb) a maximum beam radius of 60% of the channel radius is
assumed. This reduction is related to mismatch and misalignment of the beamlets,
which are difficult to prevent in channels with small dimensions.

Due to the large energy gain per gap compared to the initial energy, the energy
spread in the bunches is roughly three times the gap voltage.
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes a theoretical and experimental study of the transport,
bunching and acceleration of intense ion beams in periodic focusing channels. These
investigations are connected with the MEQALAC experiment at the FOM-laboratory
for Atomic and Molecular Physics in Amsterdam. The aim of this experiment is to
show the feasibility of accelerating high current ion beams with a Multiple
Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelerator (MEQALAC).

The apparatus consists of a plasma source, a dc-extraction system, a matching
section, a transport section with a buncher situated in the middle and the radio-
frequency accelerator. The He+ ions are produced in the plasma source, from which
four parallel beams are extracted by a 40-kV five-grid extraction system. The
transport section consists of four parallel channels with 29 quadrupole lens elements
each. To adapt the initially cylindrically-symmetric beams to these channels, five
individually tunable quadrupole elements, i.e. the matching section, are used. The
purpose of the quadrupole channels is to transport the beams from the high-pressure
source region to the low-pressure rf-accelerator region and to supply the neccesary
drift length for the buncher. After the transport section the beams are injected in the
actual MEQALAC. This radiofrequency accelerator consists of a 40-MHz resonator
with 20 gaps and accelerates the beams from 40 up to 115 keV.

The extracted beam currents range from 1 to 16 mA. With a channel radius of 3
mm and a relative low energy of 40-115 keV this implies, that the space charge forces
play a dominant role. For that reason strong focusing quadrupole elements are used in
the transport section and in the accelerator to counteract the radial defocusing force
of the space charge. An exact description of the beam propagation taking into account
these self-forces becomes too difficult. Therefore one uses approximated analytical
models and multi-particle codes.

A theoretical model which describes the beam propagation in periodic focusing
channels like the transport section in our experiment, is derived in Chapter 2. In a
"smooth" approximation the focusing forces of the quadrupoles are averaged over the
axial direction and with the choice of a particular particle distribution in phase space,
the space charge potential can be calculated exactly. By setting up the energy balance
of the kinetic energy, and the potential energy in the space charge field and focusing
field, the equation of motion for the beam envelope is derived. A special solution is
found for which the beam has a minimum energy. A beam with this property is called
a matched beam. The radius of an unmatched beam is shown to oscillate around the
radius of the equivalent matched beam. As a consequence, only a matched beam can
transport the maximum amount of current through a focusing channel. This chapter
can be looked upon as an introduction into the theory and terminology used in the
transport of space charge dominated beams in periodic focusing channels.

In Chapter 3 the extraction of the ion beams from the plasma source and the
subsequent adaption of the beams to the quadrupole channels with the matching
section is discussed. Behind the extraction system the basic beam properties such as
current, emittance, beam radius and divergence are measured as a function of the
plasma source- and extraction system settings. With a two dimensional analogon of
the equation of motion derived in the previous chapter, the voltage settings of the
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matching section quadrupole elements are calculated, which transform the initiallly
cylindrically symmetric beams to beams matched to the periodic quadrupole channels
of the transport section. Behind the matching section the beam properties are again
measured and compared with the predicted values. When the accuracy with which the
different parameters can be determined are taken into account, the results from the
measurements and the theoretical predictions agree well.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the transport of the beams through the quadrupole
channels. The maximum transportable current through a periodic focusing channel is
determined by the focusing field, the beam emittance, and the mismatch and
misalignment. If the focusing field is too large, instabillities can occur. The mismatch
leads to oscillation of the beam radius around the radius of an equivalent perfectly
matched beam, while the misalignment makes the centre of mass of the beam oscillate
around the channel axis. The net effect is the same: they reduce the available channel
cross section and thus the maximum transportable current. Theoretical models are
presented, with which the frequency and the amplitude of the different oscillations
can be determined. Also the regimes where beam instabillities are expected are given.
Behind the transport section the current and the emittance diagrams are measured as a
function of the injected current and applied focusing field. The maximum transported
current is =10 mA. From the measured beam radius and divergence the contributions
of the mismatch and misalignment oscillations are determined. They agree well with
the expected values from the measurements behind the matching section.

The bunching process is investigated in Chapter 5. With a two-gap buncher the
longitudinal velocity distribution of the beams is modulated sinusoidally in time. The
consequence is that the particles group together and form bunches. During the
bunching process the space charge forces in transverse and longitudinal direction
increase. An analytical model of the bunching process is presented which shows the
importance of the space charge forces. It also shows, that there is a fundamental
difference between the bunch formation with and without the presence of a transverse
focusing forces. Multi-particle simulations are used to follow the process in detail.
They confirm the predictions of the analytical approximations. The position where
the maximum logitudinal-density is found, is seen to be practically independent of the
current. The space charge is observed to increase the minimum bunch length, to
reduce the energy spread and to reflect the particles. The measured bunch length at
different location behind the buncher are well reproduced by the simulations.

The last chapter is devoted to the actual acceleration of the particles with the
MEQALAC. As a function of rf-power, injected current and transverse focusing field
the amount of accelerated particles is measured. Also the influence of the buncher is
investigated. Measurements on the energy distribution show an energy spread of «3
times the energy gained in one gap. An analytical model shows, that an increase of rf
power will increase the amount of particles in the longitudinal phase space which can
be accelerated. At the end the limit is then set by the transverse focusing field, i.e.
when the bunch radius will hit the channel boundary. Both regimes show up clearly
from the measurement and are confirmed by multi-particle simulations. The
maximum accelerated time-averaged current is 2.2 mA per channel, which is =80%
of the design value.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een theoretische en experimentele studie over het
transport en de versnelling van intense ionenbundels in periodiek focusserende
kanalen. Dit onderzoek is direct verbonden met het MEQALAC experiment op het
Instituut voor Atoom en Molecuul Fysica in Amsterdam. Het doel van dit experiment
is het aantonen van de mogelijkheid om ionenbundels met veel stroom te versnellen
met een "Multiple Electrostatic Quadrupole Array Linear Accelerator"
(MEQALAC).

Het apparaat bestaat uit een plasmabron, een gelijkspannings extractiesysteem,
een aanpassektie, een transportsektie met een buncher geplaatst in het midden en een
MEQALAC versneller. De He+ ionen worden gemaakt in de plasmabron en vier
parallelle bundels worden hieruit geëxtraheerd met behulp van een 40 kV extractie-
systeem bestaande uit vijf lenzen. De transportsektie bestaat uit vier parallelle kanalen
met 29 quadrupool lenzen. Om de oorspronkelijk cilindersymmetrische bundels op
deze kanalen aan te passen wordt een aanpassektie gebruikt. Dece sektie bestaat uit vijf
quadrupool lens elementen, die afzonderlijk ingesteld kunnen worden. Het doel van
de kanalen is het transporteren van de bundels van de plasmabron, waar een hoge gas-
druk heerst, naar de lineaire versneller, waareen lage druk vereist is. Ook voorzien
de kanalen in de nodige drift lengte voor de buncher. Aan het eind van de transport-
sektie worden de bundels geïnjecteerd in de MEQALAC. Dit is een radiofrequent
versneller, die bestaat uit een 40 MHz resonator met 20 versnelspleten, welke de
bundels verder versnelt van 40 naar 115 keV.

De stroom van de geëxtraheerde bundels varieert van 1 tot 16 mA. Met een
kanaal radius van 3 mm en een relatief lage energie van 40-115 keV betekent dit, dat
de ruimteladingskrachten een dominante rol spelen. Daarom worden zowel in de
transportsektie als in de versneller sterk focusserende quadrupool elementen gebruikt
om de defocusserende kracht tengevolge van de ruitelading te compenseren. Een
excacte beschrijving van het bundel transport welke deze interne krachten meeneemt
is te moeilijk. Daarom worden analytische benaderingen en veel-deeltjes simulatie
programmas gebruikt.

Een theoretisch model die het bundel transport beschrijft in een periodiek focus-
serend kanaal zoals gebruikt wordt in ons experiment, wordt afgeleid in hoofdstuk 2.
In een "gladde" benadering worden de focusserende krachten van de quadrupolen
gemiddeld en met de keuze van een speciale deeltjes verdeling in de fase ruimte kan de
ruimteladings potentiaal excact berekend worden. Door nu de energie balans op te
maken voor de kinetische energie en de potentiële energie in het ruimteladings- en
focusserende veld, wordt de bewegingsvergelijking voor de bundelomhullende af-
geleid. Een speciak oplossing wordt gevonden, waarbij de bundel een minimale
energie heeft. Een bundel met deze eigenschap wordt een aangepaste bundel genoemd.
Verder wordt aangetoond, dat de radius van een niet aangepaste bundel zal oscilleren
om de radius van de equivalente aangepaste bundel. Hieraan is te zien, dat alleen met
een aangepaste bundel de maximale hoeveelheid stroom door een focusserend kanaal
kan worden getransporteerd. Dit hoofdstuk kan gezien worden als een inleiding in de
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theorie en de terminologie, welke gebruikt worden voor het transport van ruimte-
ladings gedomineerde bundels in periodiek focusserende kanalen.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de extraktie van de ionen bundels uit de plasma bron en
de daaropvolgende aanpassing van de bundels op de quadrupool kanalen bediskus-
sieerd. Achter het extraktie systeem worden de belangrijkste bundel eigenschappen
zoals stroom, emittantie, bundel radius en divergentie gemeten als een funktie van de
instellingen van de plasma bron en het extractie systeem. Met behulp van de bewe-
gingsvergelijkingen, die het twee dimensionale analogon zijn van hetgeen afgeleid is
in het vorige hoofdstuk, worden de quadrupool spanningen van de aanpassektie
berekend, welke de van oorsprong cilinder symmetrische bundels transformeren in
aangepaste bundels voor de quadrupool kanalen van de transportsektie. Achter de
aanpassektie worden de bundeleigenschappen weer gemeten en vergeleken met de
voorspelde waarden. Als rekening gehouden wordt met de nauwkeurigheid waarmee
de verschillende parameters bepaald kunnen worden, dan komen de resultaten van de
metingen en van het gebruikte theoretische model goed overeen.

hi hoofdstuk 4 wordt het transport van de bundels door de quadrupool kanalen
besproken. De maximale stroom die getransporteerd kan worden, wordt bepaald
door het aangelegde focusserende veld, de emittantie van de bundel, en de mate waar-
in de bundel uitgelijnd en aangepast is op het kanaal. Wanneer het focusserende veld te
groot is, kunnen instabiliteiten optreden. Het niet goed aanpast zijn, leidt tot extra
oscillaties van de bundel radius, terwijl het niet goed uitgelijnd zijn, leidt tot oscil-
laties van het zwaatepunt van de bundel rond de kanaal as. Het netto effect van beide is
het zelfde: ze verkleinen de bruikbare kanaal doorsnede en dus de maximaal trans-
porteerbare stroom. Theoretische modellen worden gegeven, waarmee de frequen-
cies en de amplitudes van de verschillende oscillaties kunnen worden bepaald. Ook het
regime wordt gegeven, waarin instabiliteiten worden verwacht. Achter de transport-
sektie zijn de stroom en de emittantie diagrammen gemeten als een functie van de
geïnjecteerde stroom en het aangelegde focusserende veld. De maximaal getranspor-
teerde stroom is «10 mA. Uit de gemeten waarden voor de radius en de divergentie
van de bundel zijn de bijdragen bepaald van de oscillaties tengevolge van het niet goed
aangepast en uitgelijnd zijn van de bundels. Deze bijdragen komen goed overeen met
de verwachte waarden uit de metingen na de aanpassektie.

Het bunching proces wordt onderzocht in hoofdstuk 5. Met de buncher wordt de
longitudinale snelheidsverdeling van de bundels sinusvormig gemoduleerd in de tijd.
Het gevolg is, dat de deeltjes tijdens de drift naar elkaar toe lopen en zo "bunches"
zullen vormen. Tijdens dit proces nemen de ruimteladingskrachten in de transversale-
en longitudinale richting toe. Een analytisch model wordt gegeven, waarmee gezien
kan worden of de ruimteladingskrachten belangrijk zijn. Computer simulaties wor-
den gebruikt om het proces in detail te volgen. De resultaten van deze berekeningen
stemmen overeen met de voorspellingen van de analytische banaderingen. De positie
waar de maximale longitudinale dichtheid wordt gevonden, blijkt praktisch onaf-
hankelijk te zijn van de stroom. Het gevolg van de ruimtelading is te zien in een ver-
groting van de minimale bunchlengte, in een verkleining van de energiespreiding en
in een reflektie van de deeltjes. De gemeten bunchlengtes op verschillende lokaties
achter de buncher worden goed gereproduceerd door de simulaties.
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Het laatste hoofdstuk gaat over de eigenlijke versnelling van de deeltjes met de
MEQALAC. Als een functie van het radiofrequent-vermogen, de geïnjecteerde
stroom en het transversaal focusserende veld zijn de hoeveelheid versnelde deeltjes
gemeten. Ook is de invloed van de buncher hierop onderzocht. Metingen aan de
energieverdeling laten een spreiding zien van =3 maal de energie die gewonnen wordt
in één versnelspleet. Een gegeven analytisch model voorspelt, dat bij een toename in
rf-vermogen het aantal deeltjes in de longitudinale fase ruimte dat kan worden
versneld, zal toenemen. Aan de andere kant wordt de hoeveelheid stroom beperkt
door het transversaal focusserend veld, d.w.z. totdat de bunchradius de kanaalrand zal
raken. Beide regimes zijn duidelijk te zien in de resultaten van de metingen en van de
veel-deeltjes simulaties. De maximaal versnelde, in de tijd gemiddelde stroom is
2.2 mA per kanaal, wat 80% is van de oorspronkelijke ontwerpwaarde.
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- 1 -

Bij een reële lineaire versneller is in tegenstelling tot de ideale versneller
geen synchroon deeltje te definiëren; dientengevolge moet bij veel-
deeltjes simulatieprogramma's de fase van een deeltje gevolgd worden
t.o.v. de fase van het rf-veld.

PARMILA, dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 6.

- 2 -

Aanpassing van een ionenbundel aan een transportkanaal gaat
gemakkelijker naarmate de acceptance kleiner is.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 2.

- 3 -

Aangezien de frequenties van de oscillaties ten gevolge van het niet goed
aangepast zijn van een bundel met ruimtelading aan een transportkanaal
verschillen, kunnen voor de berekening van de effectieve vulling van het
kanaal, de bij de oscillaties behorende amplitudes opgeteld worden bij de
aangepaste bundelradius.

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 4.

- 4 -

Ten onrechte verwaarlozen Leung et al. bij de verklaring van hun
experiment de invloed van vibrationele excitatie aan gloeidraden.

K.N. Leung, K.W. Ehlers and R. V. Pyle, Rev. Sei. Instrum. SL (1986) 321.

- 5 -

Ten onrechte stellen von Busch en Dunn dat de invloed van de rotatie bij
de bepaling van de Franck-Condon factoren verwaarloosd kan worden.

F. von Busch en G. H. Dunn, Phys. Rev. 6., (1972) 1726.



- 6 -

Teneinde pyrolyse-gaschromatografie-massaspectrometrie tot een
volwaardige analyse methode te ontwikkelen voor de karakterisering van
organische en biologische moleculen is het noodzakelijk onderzoek te
doen naar de uni-moleculaire fragmentatie van deze macro-moleculen
tengevolge van verhitting en ionisatie.

W. Genuit, J. J. Boon en O. Faix, Anal. Chem. 5J?, (1987) 1508.

- 7 -

Als volgens Mulder de economische waarde van oudere mensen afneemt,
dan is, gezien het feit dat longkanker zich meestal openbaart op latere
leeftijd, een anti-rookcampagne economisch gezien niet juist.

J. H. Mulder, De natuurlijke historie van tumoren bij de mens, cursus: Oriëntatie in
klinische en fundamentele aspecten van de oncologie, 6-10 april 1987 Kijkduin.

- 8 -

Een niet perfect "Strategie Defence Initiative" (SDI) gecombineerd met
een "first strike capability" kan resulteren in een volwaardig "Strategie
Offence Initiative" (SOI).

- 9 -

Als de kans op het overdragen van het AIDS-virus 1.5% is per geslachts-
gemeenschap, dan geeft voor mensen uit deze risico-groep een jaar lang,
twee maal per we,?k vrijen met dezelfde partner een grotere kans op
besmetting dan het éénmalig vrijen met 52 verschillende personen
gedurende dezelfde periode; het aantal dragers van het virus en de
toename hiervan is daarbij nauwelijks relevant. Daarom moet bij de
voorlichting over de gevaren van AIDS meer het veilig vrijen
gepropageerd worden en mag niet ten onrechte de indruk gewekt
worden, dat het stoppen met wisselende seksuele kontakten alleen, het
persoonlijke besmettingsgevaar verkleint.


